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and council. ----i % Iit", whose duties shall be Iii bloek being served and the dAt an early meeting the City - I see that the provisions of t" lance of the "Y" branch frs -Conned will adopt an ordinancs I and Thursday evening. March ordinance are complied with. the center of the neurest doe.i.designating what streets in the 'Team winning the cup. vision ii', (I lh'' sithitarY ""L'', book should be provided with
,business section will be construe
the Juniors defeated the Fresh- flu41 the same at sash times as mplitcate stubs uf each permit
. The 14:011. Willi 24 to 5 when age system of said city anu • ,. . '
After a survey, plans and spe- Southe rn ote men Wedeesday and 25 to 16 neeessary,
Bequire-
ted and hard-surfaced first.
au, including an forsi.t,ii,.• t!urpr.e. of record. .. 
, when they defeated the :limbo- flush tanks. manholes and dis- n '
citications with various types of 
s mores in the finals Thursday pima! plant. and all plumbing .. .lents: All premises intendesstreet building material will be , ea human habitation, or oe. ,advertised for bids and within 
 I night. and drain-laying done with i n nancv shall be provided with aOne of the largest baainess .I The game Thursday night the city, and shall inspect all supply of pile. :ind who/essay'',High school Notes st.:11; well played by both teams,although the Juniors took the work under construction, alter-
the next 60 or 90 days the actual deals in the city recenily was
street construction in Fulton closed teat week when C A.
• tel held it hi , ; .si d', t:es led .-I-.11 rause
ation. or repair coming .within • •
, water.
Buildings -,.!:,'il N; al.c'r
Trade With Your I Ionic Industries and Make Fulton a Better Town
FULTON
ol, 3 No. IN
A VEIITISI it 
JuroN, 25, P/27 H. S. Williams, Publisher
Council Meeting Whirl of the March Wind 
---
The city (atoned met in ad
jourtied session Monday night
With all couneilmen present an.i
Mayor Shunkle prodding.. Ow
ing to the large crowd in attend
since, the meeting was held in
the cot rt. risen of the City Hall
after a caucus meeting in the
council chamber.
The well known law Mtn of
Carr & Carr has been employed
to render their legal 'services
during the street improvement
program. After reading their
letter of acceptance. Councilman
W. P. Murrell made a motion
that Black & Veatch, of k
MUM City, MU.. be employ ed as
consulting engineers for the
street improvenitea work with
E. W. Hopkins, resident engin
evr. The motion MIS unanimous-
ly adopted and the work %Ail
progress as rapidly as missible
The engineers are now on th.•
job with the Chamber of Com
merce committee working in con
junction with the council corn
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A I- enny Buys 17th, ended by the Junior Class This InsPector shall have sulter- stream manhole. The permit
' 
. 
should be • ,,'s progress. A. P.
,_ ;estsanting tilaeic dri44100441"1""' .Fry and 14)4.itetrmstrong the .
Penny, of Memphis, purchased
luaus,. Was-ite, The community meeting t”.1. .
,roivoi the fieish
'Grace Hill led the sco- 
t s •'1• 4) i-X.< done sesordlug, as. - - . ,, tastes,- ses • st•sw hr. prrNet.,r
with a .• , ,` for the Sopohomores, but 





ing and addressed the assembly.
Aside from the street legisla-
tion and regular routine of bus-
iness the session was given over
mainly to the plumbing ordi-
nance making sewer connections.
It was a lengthy document and
required more than an hour for
its reading by the clerk. After
considerable discussion by engin-
eers, attorneys, councilmen and:
members of the Chamber of
Commerce, the ordinance was
adopted and is published in this
issue of The Advertiser.
The Council adjourned to meet
in adjourned session to take over
the recently completed sewer
system.
At the meeting Tuesday night
the sewerage system was ac-
cepted by the council and
final settlement made with Con-




The firm of Black & Veatch
are knowe in this vicinity.
They are now completing the
street Untirovement work at
Mayfield. The same city em-
ployed them on their sewer sys-
tem, which was completed in
August. 1925.
They are now engaged at
Paducah on sewer and street
improvement work which will
be completed in late fall of this
year.
They are also employed on
the water works improvement
program in course of construc-
tion and proposed sewer sys-
tem at Princeton, as well as
the sewer system at Sturgis,
Ky.
E. W. Hopkins, resident en-
gineer of the firm who has
been employed on the Mayfield
street improvement work. ar-
rived in the city Tuesday morn-
ing and is now at work on the
Fulton street improvement pro-
gram.
It was especially requested
of Black & Veatch that Mr.
Hopkins be in charge here.
While ten or more prominent
engineering firms submitted,
Mad from the start A
egasete waste/her plarnbitnit fist-
copying a commanding location gratulated for the fine program for that team.
in the heart of the business (Bs_ and the excellent supper which(Het on Church street, extend- was served. Exhibits from the SHANKLE-CALDWELLing the entire block trim State ,
Line to Main street. various schools adorned the cur-
The building was erected by riders and were much enjoyed
the late W. W. Meadows, in by the visiting patrons. State
1901 and opened as a hotel in Superintendent of Schools Mc-
1902 with 100 guest roc,rn:. 51,,,_ Henry Rhodes, of Frankfort, de-
ci"" dining room. "Ili" "'I livered the address of the even-sample rooms. The ground 
ing. The Junior class, under thefloor is rut up into ten or
I woke large store rooms mu- sponsorship of Miss White gave'
pied by leading busiress firms. an interesting play. The orches-
except the center room in the tra under the direction of Miss.
block which is located the et- Bell gave some fine selections'fice and main entrance to the 
hotel. during the dinner hour and the 
The wedding ceremony was or corporation desiring to en-
performed by the Rev. Dr. El_ gage in the business of plumb-Mr. Penny, the new owner. song-a-phone band made up of 
,is now in charge. Il comes to tiny more youngsters gave two selec- , ing 
in the City of Fulton. Ken-
e' pastor of the Second Pres-
byterian Church, Chattanooga, 
,tucky, must be practical plumb-Fulton direct front Memphis, tions. Another interesting fea- ers and show proof of their ef-where he owns extensive apart- ture of the occasion was an ex- Tenn. ,' ficiency as such to the inspector
: 
The bride is a pretty and of sewers and plumbing. Ev-ment property. F°1' tw''"1Y- ercise in dress modeling given,five years he resided at Green- accomplished young ladalad)',a cry plumber shall give to theits the Domestic Science class un-vine, Miss., and is thoroughly' graduate from the 1926 class of City a bond in the sum of Onefamiliar with conducting a der the direction of Miss Leet. s•. ulton High school and ssas at- Thousand ($1,000.00) dollars,modern, up-to-date hotel. lit. Avanelle Green has been elec- tending State University at Lex- said bond to be approved bvi.s a Southerner of the old ted president of the Junior class ington, Ky.. when married. The the Mayor and Council andschool and a man of pleasing for the second semester. announcement was a surprise to conditioned that such partypersonality. His family will Mr. Walter Hopkins, retire- her wide circle of Fulton . will faithfully comply with all
friends she being a social fav- the terms and conditions of thisarrive in the city soon and we senting Center College, met the ord. •e i '. n the smart set. ' ordinance and all rules andwelcome them most cordially , members of the Senior class on
! Mr. Caldwell is trom a prom-as permanent citizens.  ITuesday and talked with them' int•nt family of Campbellsville.
relative to their plans for going Ky., and was a teacher in Fut-bids, all of whom have exert-, i,to college next sear. ton High school last year. Mn,lent reputations, we feel that ' and Mrs. Caldwell left immed-Forty-five boys reported forthe' committees representing lately after the ceremony for
the Chamber of Commerce and baseball at the first meeting. Forsythe, Ga., where he is thecity administration made no Coach Maddox reports that he is principal of the High school of
mistake ill recommending very much encouraged by the that city.
Black & Veatch. of Kansas prospects.
City. consulting engineers, and K. T. ELECTS OFFICERSGensral James Tandy Ellis willasking for E. W. Hopkins. resi- . . .
close the lyceum course Friday —dent engineer f or Fulton's , Onriday evening, March
street improvement project as evening, 
FMarch 25th. General 18th. Fulton Commandery No.
the engineer is the most im- Ellis is one of the outstanding 34. Knights Templar electedportant man on the street pro- entertainers of the South and his and installed the following of-gram. 'program will be well worth at- . ficers:





Ms. William M. Caldwell
Saturday, March nineteenth
Chattanooga, Tennessee.
itendi. ,.s. He is a poet, a musi- .C. A. Stephens, Com.; It. A.
,cian, a humorist and a story tel., Stilley. Gen.; J. A. Harpole,
'
BILL BOOSTER SAYS I
ler of the highest type,and his. Capt. Ci'll'' ' 
J. Potter, Sr.
There's no friend like money Ward.; A. W. Morris, Jr.
in the bank It works for aam. number promises to be one of , Ward.; D. Fred Worth. Prel.;
comes to your aid when you the best in the course. , H. M. Khourie. Treas.; Geo. c.
are sick, takes care of you in ! Hall, Sec.; K. E. Howe, Std.
old age and looks after your I Bear.; M. C. Bugg. Swd. Bear.;
family when you are gone. JUNIORS WIN CUP , If. H. Perce, Ward.; G. E. i Al-Start a little savings account to- .Verson Sent.1 -day and watch it grow. : The basketball tournament ;
I held in the Gynasium of the Hand us a dollar bill and
Send the Advertiser to a !Fulton High School. Wednes-• get your name on the Advertis-
friend one year—only $1.00. I day afternoon, March lath,' er list as a regular subscriber.
tactorily completed. the inspec-
tor shall issue a certificate of
approval to the plumber in
charge. The inspector shall
have the right to enter prem-
ises at reasonable hours to as-
certain if the provisions of this
ordinance and other regulations
are being complied with; said
inspector to serve at the pleas-
ure of the council and upon
such saltily and fees as the
council shall fix before his ap-
pointment.
SEC. 3. Plumbers and Drain
Layers: That any person, firm
regulations in pursuance
thereof . No bond for this
purpose shall run for a long-
er period than two years
without being renewed and
said bond shall remain in full
force and effect as to any ex-
cavation, within street lines for
six months after the sante has
been completed.
Any firm or person desiring
to engage in the construction of
house sewers must be practical
drain-layers and show proof
of their ability as such to the
inspector of sewerss and plumb-
ing. Every drain-layer shall
give bond to the city in the sum
of one hundred ($100.00) dol-
lars to be approved after the
same manner as the plumber's . ll be so designed that there
bond, and shall cover such see- tvill be an adequate circulation
(ions of the plumber's bond as of air iii all pipes and no dans
mav pertain to the 
.
ger of siphonage. aspiration, orconstrues:
tion of the house sewer. The . forcing ot trap seals under con-
plumber's bond shall include &nuns of ordinary use.
(train-laying without addition- The soil stack shall extend
al bond. , full size upward through the
roof and have a free opening,SEC. 4. Permits; That it shall
be unlawful for any person to the roof terminal being so
uncover a public sewer for pnyl (Continued on page 2)
cient size to supply the water
at a rate required for adequate
flushing without unduly reduc-
ing the pressure at other fix-
tures.
Every building hit ended for
human habitation or toccupan-
cy on premises abutting on a
street in which there is a pub-
lic sewer shall have a connec-
tion with the sewer. and if pos-
sible, a separate connection.
Plumbing fixtures shall be
made of smooth, non-absorbent
material, shall be free trom
concealed fouling surfltres,
and shall be set free of enclos-
. tu:es.
system shall be :40 designed,
The claire house drainage
constructed, and maintained as
to conduct the waste water or
sewage quickly from the fix-
ture, to the place of disposal
with velocities which will
guard against fouling and the
depesit el solids and will pre-
vent clogging.
The drainage pipes shall be
so designed and constructed as
to be proof for areasonable life
of the building, against leakage
of water or drain air due to de-
fective materials, imperfect
connectisns, corrosion, settle-
ments or vibrations of this
ground or building, tempera-
ture changes, freezing, or other
causes.
The drainage system shall be
provided with an adequate
number of cleanouts so arrang-
ed that in ease of stoppage the
pipes may be readily accessible.
Each fixture or combination
fixture shall be provided with
a separate. accessible. self-se-
curing, reliable water seal trap
placed as near to the fixture as
possible.
The house drainage. system
swoc<1.1.•
4; ‘.
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',lambing Syatem — 'I'll e the change in C16'4,01011 Or flOW Shall I11' not lighter than :I:6 B. dram side at' any trap is 1 , 1  1 1 1,111 a %V/11,1' SIIIII/1V :V.,11'111 1 s
plumbing aystem of a building, la feam the harizatilal to the and S. gauge.
'' hal 4Iver
1111f11 1.11. '1 I -Itch a flushometer or other 
I 1
1,
includes the water supply ilis- vertical. Tees and crasses may Gahanized Sheet iron --Gal. Expansion Dolts - ('l''. ,,,k - 1,1111-s such yak I. 1- -1'1 1,., , Illiiii, H 1441 
tributing pipes; the fixtures be used in vent pip('s.
and fixture traps; the soil. l'rohibited Fittings -- The lighter than the following ports or fixture 
44111144'vanized sheet iron shall be not 1111)14 of With hangers, Pita' siss... 'II,' water chisel 'Ii'111 1 41 , ,
.41 III a iii1111111.1' :41101 71'4 (0 1)11' ,,, i , 1.1 1 hp hill
',Owl' V4.1111,11l iantg111.g IWO,
Will41 V :Ind t'1.11t pipes: the hause llrilling itml tapping Id house. B. and S. gauge: I la any passibility id polluting I ' I I. S11, • ,4 W11,41.4. 1(1111the Masonry, :4101114, 441' ,
'II, water supply.drain and house sewer; with drains, sod. waste in' vent pipes, No. 26 for 2 to 12 inch pipe. baeking shall he lima.
their devices, 1wpm:ter:amass aml the use of saddle hubs and Na. 2.1 for 1 3 to 20111(11 pipe. pansiou 1,1115wilituot III, s s ..i Sily 411* Water Supply Pipe, ti I, , , ,,, I
V , i I', I'''
AI 1 main or
and connections all within or bands are prahibited. N. 22 for 21 to 26 Melt pipe. \S'ooden pings,
adjavent to the building, Dead Ends-1n the instailla- Fittings l'hread - -.(a) Plain SEC. 10, Traps and Clean Isi-n•l%.•Iiii..e nriii liti ti'nsitifnrilinNtiztehi:)ti.mwrIll:t r:. ti'd!: ' L‘, ,'ti:ti t'Id,'i'',111U111i1:11,,.: $‘1141.11t1
Water-Serv'ice Pipe — The Hon of any drainage system, screwed fittings shall be of (hits: the dwelling shall be oio, ,,,,1: J,, d .., t iron, galvanized steel
water service pipe is the pipe dead ends shall be avoided, east iron, malleable iron. or Traps, Kind— Every trafr, inch, to fixtures as fallaa : as wrisight iron, lead, brass, or
from the water main to the Protection of Material-- All brass of standard fittings 1  al ,hari he self cleaning. Traps sill cocks  I  incl, solver, except C ' aa,galvan-
building served. pipes pasaing under or through be galvanized. •,,, . ,r bath tubs, lavatories, sinks,1 llot water boiler  '  1.., HI h ized mteel or wrought iron pipe
Watel Distribution Pipes-- walls shall be protected fram Calking Ferrules — 'l'' anti d other similar fixtures shall Laundry trays  
I 1 
a bell used undefor rgrondu
The water distribution pipes breakage. All pipes ',kissing calkifik; ferrules shall be of the be id lead. brass, cast iron, or Sink-  I s' :1 ::•. : -:!: 1(il or waste pipes,
are those which convey water through or under cinder con- best quality red cast brass with of malleable iron and shall have Lavatories ..., inch Fiat tire l'aiii - The following-
from the service pipe to the crete or other corrosive mate- '.'eights and dimensions in tie- full bore, smooth interior waa Bath tubs .... ..... 1 2 inch table based on the rate of dis-
plumbing fixtures. rad shall be protected against cordance with the following it erway, with threads tapped arc 1V a t er closet tank .... :lit inch charge from a la%:atory as the
Plumbing Fixtures--Plumb- external corrosion. ides: of solid metal. CWater Supply ontro unl—A it $ha be employed ll ti,
Aing fixtures are receptacles in- Workmanship - ‘Vorkma l'iec ct ual ii- Traps, Prohibited -Na farm main shut off on the water $tip- determine fixture ('quivalents: 1
tended to receive and discharge ship shall be of such character size Is. nisni. Length. Weiulil of trill) which depends far its ply line shall be provided near Fixture
water, liquid, or water carried as fully to secure the results bass. 1 1,00... bows 1,1.s. oz., seal upon the action (if iiiasii :he curb. Accessible shut offs
wastes into a drainage system v,snht to n abit obtained ill o a 1f 2 - 1 I is I ble parts or concealed ss . s ! fall be provided an the main One lavatory or wash baslitlinilts
with which they are connected, the section, (If this code, 3 3 1 1 41 2 1 12 partitions shall be used tat Ia. ipply line just inside the faus- One kitchen sink  1 1 2
Trap—A trap is a fitting or Installatian of Plumbing by 4 4 1, 'It 2 2 S Lures, .,111111 wall for eiteh flat or One bath tub 2
device so constructed as to pre- ()%vner--All plumbing install- Soldering Nipples and Bush- Traps. %Viler(' Required apartment of a building, for One laundry tray :1
vent the passage of air or gas cal by the owner shall comply hugs: (a) Soldering nipples Each fixture shall be separate- each lawn sprinkler, for sup- Om, combination fixture.. 3
through a pipe without mate- with the requirements of this shall be of brass pipe, iron pipe ly trapped by a water seal trsp ply to each hot water tank, and
(Ifni:: siihrioitallat bath 
3
rially affecting the flow of sew- code in such event the word size, or of heavy cast red brass placed as near to the fixture a • . a each water closet. 3
age or waste water through it. "owner" shall be substituted not less than the following possible, except 111111 11 set al not lVat,•! Supply Pipes and Fit- One floor drain 3
Trap Seal—The trap seal is for the word "plumber" weights: more than 3 laundry trays or , ALI srial--All water sup- ()in' slop siak 3
the vertical distance between throughout this code. 1)1"111 • W1'ights i10"1"• wsisl"A lavatories or a set of 2 laundr% , H a. tar a plumbing sys- One water eloset 6
the crown weir and the dip of SEC. S. ()utility and Weights loch,.',.• ,/f 11;111, gaiNittliZ- Soil and Waste Stacks---- Ev-
of,the trap. of Material: 1 1 1 
Ili'• In'h" 1.11'• Ili,, trays and 1 sink, may connect s.
6 , sl iron, oi- ',el, lit'a,..:, pry building in which plumbing
Vent Pipe—A vent pipe is Materials, Quality of—All 1 I s $ a
.2,1 2 1 i; %% aft a single t rap, la.,,v ia,,,f,
a
any pipe provided to ventilate materials used in any drainage •/ 11 1 1; s the branches connect into the vas , :p.m Is as' Anized a soil or waste stack, or stacks, 
' '‘‘,. 1
1the trap is placed centrally 
111111 .11' , ,/ ,.!/, With }', .1 111' gal- fixtures al*I. installed shall have
a house drainage system and to or plumbing system, or part (b) Soldering bushings shall trap seal at an angle of not 1111111,,', , .! ,.it lot iie. No extending full size through the
prevent trap siphonage and thereof, shall be free from (le- be of brass pipe, iron pipe size more than 60 degrees to the pipe al . •: wars that las - "—a: raid. Soil atid waste stacks
back pressure. fecta, or of' heavy case red brass. vertical arm. In no case shall liscd a, .1, a :Slatting a ale:. shall be as direct as possible
Local Ventilating Pipe— A Label. Cast or Stamped — Floor Flanges for Water (is- (lie waste from a bath tub or' V.. ady Protection - and free from sharp angles and
local ventilating pipe is a pipe Each length of pipe, fitting. ets--Floor flanges for water ,it her fixture discharge into a ‘II:... rui,,,,., . I 1.;•-. stor- turns. The required size of a
through which foul air is re- trap. fixture. and device used closets shall be not leas than water closet trap. Ni fixture age tanks. 3 , . s., and soil or waste stack shall be in-moved from a room or fixture. in a plumbing or drainage sys- three sixteenths sf an inch shall be double trapped. all expaseS ;saes al !anks sub- dependently determined by theSoil Pipe—A soil pipe is any 1,'m shall be stamped indelibly thick, and of brass or cast iron. Water Seal—Each fixture ject to ill .. Ing aasperatures tatal fixture units of all fixturespipe which conveys the dis- marked with the weight or SEC. 9. Joints and Connec- trap shall have a water seal of shall be i•••. ,•.ently protected connected to the stack in ae-
charge of water closets, with quality thereof and the mak- lions: not less than 2 inches and not against fret 'Aug. cordance with the following tis-
or without the discharges from ('i's name or mark. Water and Air Tight Joints Moro than -1 inches. l'umps and Ilydranta--All bles:
ather fixtures, to the house Vitrified Clay Pipe—All '.'it- —All joints and conneetions Trap Clean Outs--Each trap, pumps and hydrants shall be Waste Stacks--
drain, rified clay pipe shall ,sform mentianed under this artiels excer. 'hose in combination protected from surface water. No. Diam.
ics s. -::, a's.
Waste Pipe and Special to the A. S. T. M "sa . Hard shall be m ade permane ntly a:is 'with t .s: tires in whali the II ap, and contarninatioal.
se , e -' . :
Fixture of Stack Length
Waste—A waste pipe is any Siwcif ati,on for C r and water tight al plainly visibl and ac SEC. 12 l'Iumbing Fixtures Units
PerrtFiti!tetted
pipe which receives the dis- Pipe" (Serial (1).-..ass. a 1. Vitrified Pipe—All joints in s.. '.,•., .shall be provided with Materials — All receptacles 1 
Inches
1 ta 45
charge of any fixture. except 1:1-20). Vitrified clay pipes or between ,.. s, • .-aible brass trap screw used as water closets. urinals, 2 to 8 1 1/2 60
water closets and conveys the Cast Iron Pipe—(a) Q11:11.4 trified clay pipe and metals, ..: .i a H.• size, protected by the or otherwise for the disposal of 9 to 18 2 75
same to the house drain, soil or —All cast iron pipe and fittings shall be poured joints. human excreta, shall be vitri- 19 to 36 2 las 105waste stacks. When such pipe shall conform to the A. S. T. M. Calked Joints—All calked 'i rap Levels and Protection hied, earthenware, hard natal.- Restrictions—No water clos-
does not corinect directly svith "Standard Specifications for joints shall be firmly packed \ II traps shall be set true al stone, or cast iron it shall discharge into a stacka house drain or soil stack, it is Cast Iron Sail l'ipe and Fit- with oakum or hemp. and shall a ail respect to their water flow Installed—All plumb- less than 4 inches in diameter.termed a special waste. tings" (serial designation. A be secured only with pure lead, seals and protected from frost ing fixtures shall be installed Not more than three waterMain—The main of any sys- 74-18.) (b) Coating: All cast not less than one inch deep, and evaporation, free and open in a manner to closets or their equivalent intem of' horizontal, vertical, or iron pipe and fittings for under- well calked, and no paint. '.'a rut- Clean Outs, Equivalents— afford access for cleaning. fixture units shall discharge in-continuous piping is that part ground use shall be coated with ish or putty will be permitted Any floor or wall connection of Where practical all pipes front to a 4 inch stack from one 3-of such system which received asphaltum or coal tar pitch. until after the joint is tested, fixture traps when bolted or fixtures shall be run to the inch branch, and not more than
the wastes, vent or back vents. Wrought Iron l'ipe — All Screw Joints— All screw screwed to the floor or wall wall two such branches may connect
from fixtures. outlets, or traps, wrought iron pipe shall con- joints shall he American stand- shall be regarded as a clean Water Closets Bowls—Wit-' to a 4 inch stack at the same
direct or through branch pipes., tawm to the A. S. T. M. "Stand- ard screw joints, and all burrs out.
Branch—The branch of any and Specifications for Welded or cuttings shall be removed. 
ter closet bowls and traps shall point or level.
Grease Traps -- When a be made in one piece of such, Soil and Waste Stacks. Fix-system of piping is the part of \\*Fought Iron Pipe" (serhil Cast Iron—Cast iron joints grease trap is installed. it shall form as to hold sufficient quail-kit/1.! Connections—All soil andthe system which extends hors designation. A 72-2 1 ) and shall may be either calked as screw be placed as near as po,;silde . tjty of water. when filled, to waste stacks and branches
izontally at a slight grade, with, be galvanized. joints made in the approved to the fixture from which it re- the trap overflow. to Prevent shall be provided with eorrect-
or without lateral or vertical' Mild Steel Pipe--All steel manner. . ceives the discharge and fouling of surfaces, and shall, ly faced inlets for fixture con-extensions or vertical arms. pipe shall conform to the A. S. Wrought Iron— Steel, or shmild have twice the capacity be provided with integral flush- nections,
from the main to receive fix- T. M. "Standard Specifications Brass to Cast Iron—The joints of the discharge.
lure outlets not directly con- for Welded and Seamless Steal may he either screwed or Sand Traps — Sand traps flush the entire interior of the calk- 
ing tints constructed so as to
Changing Soil and Vent
fleeted to the main. l'ipe" (serial designation, A ed joints made in the approved when installed should be so de- bow Pifws—In existing buildingsl.
Stack—Stack is a general 21)5:1- and shall be galvanized. manner. wheiv the soil or waste ventsigned and placed as to be Frost Proof Closets—Where
term for any 's 1-111441 e tical lin of Biaiss and L 'opper Pipe -- Lead Pipe--Joints in lead readily accessible for clean ring., pemitted*—Frast proof closets pipe is not extended undimia-
soil, waste, or vent piping. in cam_ :shed through or above the roofBrass and Copper pipe shall pipe or hetween lead pipe and Basement Floor Drains--C•el-, may be installed only
House Drain— The house conform, respectively, to the brass or copper pipes ferrules, lar Cl basement floor drains partments which have no direct or where there is a sheet metal
drain is that part of the lowest; Standard Specifications of the soldering nipples, bushings, or shall connect into a trap so' opening with a building used, (Continued on page 11)
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t sun in,..g„ (..dit, Aigi„.,,,, ,q,,,,,,,k.i MIMI, Mill iif Joh.. ikoy wow porti
ng
the store you will find a piece of Paris, Washington,. 'Berlin' u.I.:1 1'1 is. up 
4111 111111. N1,11. init.', he'd ,•1,4uVi
number as your coupon. The 
Ira,. . '. , 11.11,111.bealt1.,..lilg141,rt 41..liosol 1,1.,1.:f 11,1.1.1,1411...iiluli,...d7
11,1,1::
, 1140. 11.1.11 wear what he pleased,
merchandise bearing the SAME ratio,
number will be in PLAIN SIGHT 60,000,000 in America : geranium III IIIS 1.11114/111111111, 111111 10410,1
11111 a YELLOW TAG. Belong to No Church , 111111 111111 1111. warm over..
.nit that hid
This tag may be attached Iti New York.- Sixty millimi persmis hi ' °le inunn""". l'atin twaLb 'ffli.
tia.ted States aee wit bout any 
sh'.111su..kiti; iiiinits;;;;..,1eirtflula t,littre,, It.t.1.11., ...i"
an item on the shelf.---on the II"'
lodge---on the their, or it may be 
.1.?..rer,,:11.,,,I: snide to stop for Ruth ''lark, 1.1lioSe
Iiiili111.11 14"1.1";1111.:'sjo;"171je JN K.rie.1.1
on the counter but wherever 1‘...414.414414444 a Men's "Ude ' 1
_,..,,,:"m" :ant fur coat A...invaded some 1.1,40 toe-
you fintl it. IT'S YOURS. 
toaa„....1 at tho ota,,,lag of tii, mate fling frock, no doubt. They were l
ute.
a conveution In Brooklyn. 
When they entered the large hall,
You may get a wash boiler, 
Hobby 1....k...1 around oith a dizzying
There are 13,000900 In New York look hiIds dark t.,$.....
perculator, a dandy tea kettle or matt., Mr. Kriedler said, 1,:d 41.000 of '




spoon or salt shaker---but it %%111 
Bible elnsses as one moans of drew- 1 ids ow.. ti,id," ihmlleie inei eldrt
log most of 
ll"- 
I
be worth having. It may only ' 
 -'"'""s I" church' ,1 waists, gra$ flannels, white linen, oldie
be worth 5c ANI) it may be 
. all the girls won. summer sports1 -____
-I till hi :--1--1--1--1--H--1 1--1 -1-1-+ : I I I 
eluthsss. Eiesu the blushing girl beside
mei bed on a pale pink linen frock
Regardless of its cash value. : 
Pension List Lowest : and little white oxford ties.
..... I don't quite understand," slum-
may you accept this gift with - in 35 Years, 499,622 : - lilIN.,1 111111 Ashton,
our best wishi.s and most sin- 1   
"Inan't you Lwow that the comtult-
.
nutooer . : petvioners on tile gov- 2 tee deeislesd to make the dance tutu a
cere thanks for coning. = ernment rolls below the ;000asio - .untiner eostume affair? And they're
.-. mark occurred during 1 lictohe r : going to hose a nitt)pole later and a...
- for the first tiine In St:s years, ass. sss. game of tennis downstalm" added
.-•-• cording to a report 
made by the 2 Huth, chattering to bide her ember-





- The report gives the number -
2 of pensioners at 494),(122,
- shows that 1,281 veterans fond = She nodded.
7 1.418 willows of the Civil war _ i "Would you do inure for our, Ruth-
tiled In the month, terminating 2 would you wait awhile for me':'
their pensions. - "Why dIdul you ask me beforar
- she whispered.
1 i 1-1-i--1--1 1 i 1 1 1 1 1 I ++++++'1-t--l-4
remanent.
"Anti It was your suggestion, Huth,"
said Bobby, as he lingered at the Clark
gate. "Did you de It for me?"
• •
Ciircita n Direct Our Affairs
HAVE MONEY!
\ I II %Ncll I. i itt I I i I U1)111111111111 11 1g Illt It'
, RI,sio( RI srsd
1111 1 I , ni and iiiit:;r1IN 11 1111.1113i 
I Ors oil our hank.
I /or officers 1%411 .11‘‘aN s hi_ glad io counsel %\ Iii
%.111 and gi‘e you the bencht tal Oleo long Imam:,
‘periencets luellier)4141 art. :1 th positor II our hal,'
not. Clow.: lit. We %% ill it t It 'iii ii S liii,
‘Ve tit\ tic III I( Bantsing Ittisoit,s
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Hornbeak Bros. Bakery Co.
Inuorporatei
flIetlfs 'fili7[Ililralivilur sr, '.1uolli s11-111. Is :r r: ;,'T
- ..nLArLloill..-Nu.,leu.utonraeeitUr.la11.21AwliLL.1111:_!..L.iiia,1.4 'Ai .,i UflidjL•11-cla
When you buy John Deere implements you
are sure of prompt repair service
throughout their long life -
A FARM WAGON
THAT IS GUARANTEED
The amount of satisfactory service that a wagon
will give depends entirely upon the material and skill
the manufacturer puts into it. We want to show you
a wagon that is built of the best materials by Imo
who know how •
THE JOHN DEERE WAGON
The Wagon That is Guaranteed
A pecial machine automat- Deere Wagon, and every
loon ny measures the inside of the piece of wood is air seaso ed
s 
skein of the John Deere farm under cover in our own yards
for at Last two years. The
tires are set hot under hydrau-
lic pressure and under a gang,:
that assures proper dish-the
load is eiloays :arrivd on plumb
wagon and shapes the axle to
fit accurately. The skein is
set in red lead under high pres-
sure. It has exactly the right
ch, and the axle has the
ht gather to make the John
Deere wagon run lighter than Sp."'
other wagons. With the J..hn And don't forget this other
Deere sand- and dust-proof big feature-the heavy raal-
skeins there is no wearing of beable fifth-wheel with cur-
bs-acing surfeeces- -the oil stays rugated coupling -na betiding
in -- the wagon is always or breaking of kingbolt bed
smooth-running and light-pull- ster dois not gee out of line ass.'
ins, rock•-- no danger of tippsng
Only carefully-selected oak when handling large. top-heavy
end hickory are used in the' loads.
Come In and see this wagon read the guarantee on the tool
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)\I H. ‘ccept our hear-
IS aoll most sincere inviiii-
11011 Ii) inspect our NEW
merchandise, just unpacked
--Stocks are complete and
in IA ide s a riel v I hey are
fresh, clean---IN1 !TING.
Thronghoot the store e‘•
tit prices pre% all
litist ol special bargains
ha\ e been prepared (hal
should he especially ins iting
Iii [how %silo demand I he
\MST for every dollar
spent.
wiiiium l la a rocking horse whleb gel Mr. Woliand lo tlitellti the storel.,';;L:„•
lie Used tor a (leek chair. William, for Mtn the following day. It was a
when too writing. .•so want In 14.11n VOWerdly retreat"but there was nu
haek in the saddle tool roek back ton I need for him to Mate HUM glditillIOUS.
forth 114 if riding at the head of Ids At 11upiwr tie his soother ithoUt
troops. It. "I have osindered 'shout II, (410.
The 111..1 iii,. tuber of the late Ens hobby--It It was only next month in
rise Auglista Victoria In lite 4.,1.411.. .11111.1 of this."
is paneled in nollil mahogany, 1111,11.1 "IC' stalled 
Bobby,
ii lilt pr,A,•A A AIN mow,. Perhaps It was Ids 1111/1111•I'll worried
ly Is the S11111. 11 Ilse lute fit"' lisssi Bob Ash
long Edward „r 1.,40„„,1 ,si„.„ 4..1..$ flood. "I tell you, mother," he
••:itste tes shell Ida Shoals's:I relatives. /111 11 1. Illially, 
"1 will go and wear the
'It,,' rustle, though n priceless historl. , "It 1111111 r IIII'Y want to 11111/411. I gI 'gni !..
sill treasure, Is roughly 1.11111o.o1 111 $111,- "111111 Is slIll'hlilti mit' .lodiell Hite
.000,10) 1). It remains the torootoo•rfy or :III 1 
shim," Sla• smilesl tremulousl)'.
Ii,,. state. If %Villissiii 1.111111.11 11;14ik 10 .1'1111 CH 1 1111 1 !" declared 
Itssidu. sited
I:et-malty he will merely Lave 11111 11.4. We111111: .1111 11111 11.11111' 141'1'11 nil 111e
..f It during 1414 Ill,' . . rollirking times Ise knew to keep up
his itiollser's spirit/I.
Does Earth Shrink? 
, "1 feel ilk.' a fool," he told hltisself
as 111. A•1.111. 14) losl, "111111i11114 Al11•11 :1 1.1111:4
_ _ _ Tests Seek Answer sseer shut I'll wear! If Ruth Is
1.01olon.-An attempt to aceurately , 
"811"1Iti'.l ii? ""' 
I'll 
get wh"l'a "ffling
determine whether the earth Is shrink- I 
to me. Now, I wonder If those susses
lag Is to he made by gels-mists oy us. 
:a 1.111Vee WIll b.. ...fluting along 'moor.
worm, who have hewn, teet,,, to de. row?" A1
141 lie 11111111 111.1fto.11 MY on
tort and 1114.11.11 re 111111..1111/1/1 111115 1,4 of 11"'"'I' Is "r bu'i,"'"s-
the etortlea crust. The 1,11114.111111 ob. 
11'4411o...day WaS 11 rather ilair 1111
xervatories In various parts or no. r", 
II,.-3'"'"14 11"rdw"r".1.."1 .'
The first ., ,,eople entering our' globe are oroperating with the Royal 
till lis" I..'' ii los Islissw ll'is'isiss's,s1 la
Store ols'Ilints morning viill re. 
I 
observatory at tireenwich. 
. know if he ells* gono.: to near hi• palm
e4.i VC' it youpoti good for a practi- 
Th., ties; otpo orino
,,,,mod,,,,d of , lietteli still 1 11 1 11/• 11111011, ;11i.1 ,111•11
cal ,,ii,ve id. ,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,(ii,,, ABS(). wireless isigssals sent by stations In tl"') l'e"nt 11"t I". S's 11'.' ""IlY
1,11,1 1..1,1, FitEK, the United States and on the ...mi. 11
1.11.1111,1. Tie an ,̀ gro te 1111.11,1 A;1'11
nent at the rale of ill rli simile signals 
"ilti'. I'S". us"' I"'.% ""hird ''' ''''' 551w
Ile here among the first 50 and per 1111111111.. 
'floe How of II, „tt,titt i m - Iii,A tennis flannels and 
Itolili$ AA.sse 1114
get your
• oas registered by the islisereatories l wr"'I'' "i". w.""I''rl"g If ii" 
ill
 I""







of Inc Ns 111111ell by
Two l'it..11.•*.
I „ 1111110 1.8880.8
II? i 111111 1i'1.11.4111
151 11 111 1111 11111 11.11 011 11 P.
it 14110110 14111 10/, 1'111111y 1...
W110 is 11111111N 10 111/: rot #.,,11,111 /11 000
liessiess I Iola% 81totoote, eiliosos
ottittlioli.,s t, llie sae... laud Alio, ism
Nallool 111.1..1$ irt ror
Iiiire ii.e I riel ii r 15,., 1/1,1
1.11,i /I II11111 I 1,1 IS4 5 51, 51,
loth, 81 88 88, 18 88 8
I or ,, 1.. 1,, 1. 1..5 .1. II., 1.111.., 1
irIT -.1 I .1! its,,1
111 il5 5 11 1 .1111 II.. .o
1, Oh.
1.10 t.I t
oill.o...1 “ssrl is. rt.,'" sir 'Iir
olif. ssf the hoods, It,. fro N1101110114
101111 11111401W. 10 $41,
1.11111.ol loy si /V1.1111411
I',-,, atm 1.111,1111. ,./
0,1,1 olliol 4.1111.1- 1.11V, elo.11
t/ .1 1 11111/1114111114 r1-11/11 it,, 5.
P1,1
Sits thuS, *sotto...to III,,liS Cli
1.01Ie.1 I 8,. 88 88 lug
II•11 1888 1 , 88 , If "',/,111
' I tool
111olio ..1 1111i ' 11110 1,1.1 11101
lio „r 'ht. Iltpothiti
tiottlet free lel irr 1 10. 111111/, 111,111 Ito
.11..0ii, II, I rtr 13,1
I wo.r,. made to Mot
the to oil still. 1105501,0 I 141111 and t'4.,1
1 101110' t.s 1.11110114 1111111, fait heist of
?het, ire, it rertelital II e ilerolate eitit41
"r 'I'leise 11..11 11111 lonnil
1,11,41111,1 1 1,•. 1. 1 1 011 1 111' Mil.
IV) II It
Island 5,, tle• io of I r. m8.
I " I 8888 to, .'111111,11114 11111I 11111 1 1 ..
, 88, (88,8,1 III 118 818811 14 .0111 It in
"
Is, 1,11% oillifii eels r
Illst.r.r'str, 1, • 1111, 1,1 It,,
1 ..111.11 1
,'.1111111 '1.14 lite It,. rstiii it Is ill ,tirr
at mil hi 8,88t;8.8
Lavish German t'astle
Waits Kaiser's Return
Ilisrlits. I 'teeth, llossilitirg, noir
Frankfort 4.11 N111111, 111 olds Is llie for
tiler emperor. nobbling It. Irk wail,
meld %III, flop Witte of Prussia may
"eissistually" F01111'11, Is roolosloIvrosI list*
Jewel or Ihool.fliell castles, If has :1110
1,111111.1 11 1111 .1111/11 11, many it wia,Ii ate
preserved J11.11 114 they wore Istilit hy




Hie,' MI MI 1.1111
it it, 
ii ',mot') lisololite
I .4 the Sailors ma) Ihis palm lesskeh
Boldly hula to lb*
iigtslor if I hotiellet Si'.) hid nob' lb
II, t. cold sittrAhlite II,. ...oratorio $ aitliemg
siltio. 01..1 I/114.1 1111,1111:11.1r ft..111
,I,' uSil Ida
oioa ..414 ..1 1.1.. skid dusk
ins e
s No sue talking, I 1 giol the
111111. I,. Noioll' 1111.1 too y o oni oo
o wool.' oil he laughing of huh, for
III,, Is s k 411. It voolo14' 'sitl Wool 1111111
knit+ tits 401101 Ntsit ttstirriot
I smelt illts *sill of Isis k tido wilt
isi lt,sil s OM 1111111 %/1 Wilt
11111111. IOW lo. lull. 1101/ 011101. I II have
r g.,14. 100.1 IA 1111 11 11,1 .1 Iloisoe1 Or
II., aloft, .111 the etu u,. ..1,"iigiris
• I iri• ri I rl '5' CUll 1.411
a• a,. so,•1 than Ito-
lobe
ti 14 rage al hla 1,110110M
111 1 111. Moller 61. 1,i old ii ii,u 10111011011e
10 /1.1 II 111 11 1 111 141 11 11101 1 1.11 1 10. V4111111
11111 1.111 loll her to 111, 01141'11y .111114.1.11U
5%'olo111..sollo) 111111s Nee ooIII 111141 be
wei3 Itilaerably I., bed, ktileAleg Most
If he loaf floe friendship of Ituth noel,
It woulti affect all ef Ids (Mute Ilfx.
to. 11 1 VII III 1/1 sill 1814 oliodilios siooll 11101
iiiii day ht. tolglil sueeeell lit Ilrel.11111•
111..44 liolol WWI 111111
mother taken 4.1111. of, that
mat t
tfS tollrse is ifee gni Ilk'' bath • lag))
never bother with to poor vifirlh
hail mink till Ills /1V/1 11111.11. 11101,11
0/ ii 1111111 1,11114.11 suuil Ii, 111o. ..111,i111.1f,
111111 Wool lo It men since mod Ii Ittoi
les ono. a segular joke musing no Iss.is,
is she lasst donee lie had fans lest snot
IS soli's bob hold elessigol si Nit
-i------5,11/111 /11 1111 1.11111/11:1r
/11 11'11 11:., Ittstiity
sIrt si, ii 1. 1/1,11/111 1 1111
pe..111 that 111i is. Ittilli
-818•il 88. 5141,1 tt kiss' S4111, 11,1
Oho. ,1 11,1' S4 1. 111 hi` 11i1 It 111/.111441nY
1 is. ,.1.1 , 1 11/1/lot 5 -hilt had
1 I 1 lit hit, 411 lioloo 11 fv.4.11,1, 4. 
Ilooli. 
II-
Ii sill sounds very silly to ati
adult re.oler, bud 11111111SP 0111$1111 trifles
hang a Mt'''. tisttistsrisIstml.
As lioldsy went home 'I ite-day night.
111 Ii out 11f a tailor 1111144
1,4111111'111g 111.. IIU11.1 Mork cults banging
on the long pole. Ile illd not see Ruth
I'lark 011 h11.- tither side of the oilreet
pause Stool W111141111111 tor 11 11/11e Mae
before she ran swiftly up the street to.
'I here 1.1 a 1101111 sliver merviee wat.1 home. All he knew was that Ileof
ast pleees which 1110 years ago ,,, iS 011111 1111 1. to ivierluaii. tier that lie


























tag.. grid  _ • I di i• 1 I
51 1.4, .1 liNlt,o Coq! sirs lir,' trill
you know we re isot Wins III /I Viol111.11.1
t_uI4 hi' mu Lot ',adding 111,11.11.1.
No One Hurt
tle 11i1I1 11 /A 1111 ,
11.11 111.0 the trigger Just for fans
On. vhalicrol is lie In range
• (This ecoUloils ver), very strange.)
Fooled Him
81ov-A1.1111.11111,4 to hwy. i•
an infallible reined, for ss.1.1.
Ifs• (old! is light one) I'd like ti
tr
sh.. 011 Is 1 1,1• .•
Oil the mouth of a mule."
Criticism
11101 Its I.  .01 is
o.,o11,1, 51
writer," 1111.•
"VIOL" 1.111/t/ T114. it sir, "
ti./..% its MO Is ViIII•111 IOW




'lt'hat a 881 '88.81C? ' 88.
el:14180d "Nli8 ,188.8181,. ,818il I 88,88








For the 11,111 r
I. r ... rs I' 14'
C011S1111 is 1115...01.
ArOici,s.es:ory
She---Vour la- • •
-1)..n•t I:,
Mk be' Ilttell yosti Mier
Georgia Teets ablbso locket.
Who Wouldn't?




Caviar Not an Authcr
-tio you It, eat lar?
'Tilet'S too old for loo 1 0
*tar is it dessert and is an author."
-r—gr.'-'swesseacealia:f
SeitouLr's






IN the word "penetration," Is a
t
secret manufacturing process
that has made Sc es Floor Paint
II popular favorite for over 40 years.
If a floor paint does not pent..
trate or grlp into the wood it will
$oon begin to crack, chip and peel.
Semmes Floor Paint dries our
night with a high gloss enamel-
like finish, hut at the same time
It sinks into the pores of the wood
and forms a hint that will with-
stand the hardest usage and will
withstand repeated washings
, without dimming the lustre.
Every can of tivnour's Floor
Paint is guaranteed to ghe satis-
faction it' directions printed on
the can are followed or money
back upon receipt of empty can.
I A collo. card fy VW/ Y
1 fur :lig asking.
"The Old Reliable"
Kramer Lumber Co.
num; 96 I: • 11 I
VDU can't go wrong. just say "I want Purina Chick
Startena for my baby chicks."
50% of the baby chicks fed average rations die. You can
save 90'.;, when you feed Startena. Dead chicks are
expensive.
Be in the 90̂ :, class. Give your baby
chicks a chance to earn large profits for
you. •
Phone us for Starteita. Start them
growing today!
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Air '7Naly it'Ar.' x; i4:: ,W,,4 4
ir 11...—  _ : 4.f,:- :-
, Cri 74 Z::$:`! f 1 41194 Ili,; ^ 4,41
l.'s"— - kkiv' ift is V*-.; la $,„ 4. 'S' P.4
-., ....,-
1
IP'' ....__ .., ,, •.,.. ..,.,e-h----
Horse-high--Bull-strong—Pig4ight
--"Weather-wise"-- Rust-proof
QOUTHERN FENCE holds its own against the strongest
kJ pressure sod resumes normal si,ape as soon as pressure is
removed, becon“e it has IIINGI D JOINTS. Also retains
its shape in all weathers, as 11,NSION CURVES allow it to
expand when hot and contract vs',en (old. :Slade of the hiOlest
,) grades of tough, spt ingy open hearth steel wire with extra henry
and anthem galvanised coating in which the best prime Western
svelter zinc is ..d.
SOUTHERN FENCE IS LIFE-TIME FENCE—
on the job all the while. liciii can Oct it here. M e sell
SOUTHERN FENCE under the guarantee ol the Gull States
Steel Curopsoy, who soaks it.•
Fulton Hardware Co
Fulton, Ky.
Lesson for Mai, h 27
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Lesson for Janunry 2.
Jesus Id .0 catis :atm la• III .
111,1 I le II., on. theta III
1.1.110W•4111, ill III, ',Cr, ii I,..,.' who
revels., Ito. two felt! IIw III walk us
I Ile walked.
Lesson for January 9.
one who really follow., l'hrlat I
shall be hated owl 1.111111.141. IIII1iiig
S% it 11 l'Iti ist, he will 1.1“. Itlo
onotiiles, do good to those who Ihit:t.UJ
Sim tlass—thet rem lay., 
ger those which despitefully use
Lesson for January 16.
Bible turtii,dies the Christian
with full knowledge a t;.al and nunc.4
obligation to mot. Titi. only way pi
be able to stand firm trtie lif the
vowing perilous tine, irt, I fiat'
mighty grounded in the knowledge of
the Scriptures.
Lesson for January 23.
Jesus, though dIsitie. resorted much
to prayer. If he needed this fellew•
ship, huw Mach more du ills fullow•
era need it.
Lesson for January 30.
Followers of fesus may expect
temptations, but ill, itie help is Winn-
able for r-% cry need.
Lesson for February 6.
'In esery belieser has helm given
rennin n sctalets uh as gift, mfor :tit -
ice. knowledge, tittle, money, to I.a
used for the honor of Ilis 1.rtl, A
lime of re,.konIng la which
reward will be given for fidelity, tad
Adgment ineted IIIit tor infidelity.
Lesson for February 13.
The home the oldest and most
inportant institution in the world.
iti...t erre. the Way id Itiakifig
strong and pure the chuhrc, soeiety
Aid the nation is to [mike the limos
I '1,ri st lam
Lesson for February 20.
The snbit.,- t td the 1.i11.4.1..T. 1141'
der ...lend, ..1.1],;.ition 
etety and let li ne oalo - that
the heavenly father inay lo. glerifit
Lesson for February 27.
Every believer lots tuo liatures--the
fl esh and the spirit. The only way to
over, tune the rksli Is tu be tilled with
the Spirit.
Lesson for March 6.
The I.ord permitted perseetition to
fall upon tlot church to cause the thst
clplet; la order fur the
widening otf te•tIrtaaty.
Lesson for March 13.
Chrtst has IllipliSed 1110111 uvory dls-
i•Iple the oldigation of witnessing for
Mtn to all natialla of the world.
Lesson for March 20.
The Christian h's ope Is the personal
return t.f Jesus Christ to take him to
Ills heavenly home. \Viotti Christ
eoutea, the body of the believer who
ttas fallen asleep will be resurrected
and living believers will be ,:aught Up
into glory with Christ.
«el
rimomAmewbOANAYAM,
Thle is the original toaster t.i
turn tits. toast will 
the l'61k 4.101, 1101 tellell the ta-
ttle when losserml, the ft et me
iinisreak it Isle mid %Null 1101 t•tar t
table. It toasts itsticklv iota
evenly, the hip... rack inbe. t till
slice ol lite t op is t
convenient.
4111121•1111•211•1111•1••••=e•—...•••••••••••••••
O UR 13IG OFFE
'dottin
60a mod/
This handsome silver plated bread troy given free
with cach Turnover Toaster during March National
Toaster Month.
If you do not now have an electric toaster or if you
have an old one without the turnover feature, here is
your opportunity to get a new one. You will find it
well worth the cost in greater convenience and better
toast.
KENTUCKY UpppES COMPANY
Harder to Do Right
There neser Ito,been au age where
It was not harder to an right than to
do wrong. Just as there has never
heen a time when It was not harder
tO swim upstream than down.—lierald
Of Gospel Liberty.
Let Your Light Shine
A light under a bushel, besides be-
ing hid, will go out lo a short time for
want of air. Unless our lights situ.
fur others, they will soon perish In ,
ourseivea.—Herald ef Gospel Libert/.;
Special Plow Sale
Our large stock of John Deere Syracuse slat mold-
board Plows has enabled us to reduce the price to such
a low figure that if you need a new plow, or even need
an old one repaired, you can buy a new plow and save
money.
These plows stand for just what John Deere tools all
stand for, easy operation, light draft, longer life. These
prices are cheaper than ever before:
Heavy 3-Horse Plow, $12.00
Light 3-Horse Plow, - $11.00
Heavy 2-1-Iorse Plow, $10.00
Med. 2-Horse Plow, - $9.00
Light 2-Horse Plow, - $8.50
John Deere Plows pull lighter because they shed better.
Pay us a visit and see what a Real BARGAIN we can
g;ve you.
FULTON HARDWARE COMPANY
Lake Street, Ftilton, Ky,







The name of the bank with
which you do business is
one of the best references you can
give.
A checking account stands for




A savings account stands for
good habits, thrift and am-
bition.
So not only does a bank
account yield you monetary
returns from your investment
but it returns a dividend in
good reputation.
t't Lake This Dank Your Best Servlant




where one moist he absolutely
sure is when a funeral director
is called. One caunot afford to
take a chance on inferior service
at such a time.
It is mainly to teach folks
where to get the kind of service
they will wish that these talks
are appearing in this paper.
INCORPORATED
D. r LOWE • • • A. r STUBBLEFIELD










Our prompt delivery is a pleasing










l'ontriiry I. n general bellitf.atinitur
poultr)11101 Ilitit .•liteketis ars tory
readlly poisoned b) !!!!! ti Intuit
salt. It (001141 III elpertmente at
the 4•44114,.:44 4if agrhailtare University
..f that may Ile
raked ftott. nine I.. tueitt 444.4,166,
,,1 .11 rations ....wattling Its high
am • 1101. 40111 ii Ill, no tapParmil
do 'Imelda! tdle, Is, 4,11 001111H1441,
TI144 44%10,111410111 44 (1111100 /41111W1.41 11110
taw?' the 1.1rds tool heeome neells .
booed to riot: salti tail:ins, they toe
etioirfil of them 10 Loop In growing
abotit ts fast as elilekens that re
eelied a notch smaller pereenttige 4if
Salt In their feed. T1.0 44111101•1111010•4
Aso, 4 4 moolueled by It. II. Nillehell,
chief ii animal ii.firltleti; I,. K.. raid
elder lii poultry husbandry, knit 14.
1:111111110, formerly assealint in
nutrition.
Itmausit of' the geto.ral belle? tled
4.1.1. kens are ‘ery ri•adlly poisoned
et/111111011 II11110 S011, Mid 14.44•410444
t 0441111114111 144,1111,11,44 4If salt Ill
%Oslo% :1101 Ily prodit:•t feeds for pool
II w116, 11,11,,,rtuut
4010,1111110 11011111101v 11M her 1110 II' ,
..r •11.•11 wa.t... 411141 fetsIs Is dangeron
I. health or retards groatti. Tills r,
r11411114401I W41. 1111111114.11, 1144•111441•44.
orilor to ,1,61ortulne (I) the maximum
pereetitage of salt that limy lie fed to
clilekens 'althorn harmful
atol (2) the toaxlioniti
dose of salt that a hen 4.1111
40.41144, 44' 1110 N1113114, st 41.4,14 '11111 0•
''II IjMl 11011111.
Ii.4111, rhielsens from throe
tweeds ii ere itsed. Ii (ii' chickens
were gl4'401 41 II:04:11 ration matte up .if
111'011 4 4Irle.1 buttermilk.
steamed imm, tItoill /1110 grOti1111 hum
S114104, 4•4011I0110111; 100:44011:1g104 Of SIIII
of I. t!. 4 and g. To 'III five other
.1.1,.kens nile 11,4,1 Ill determining
the itattlitottn single ilose of salt that
an adult ellicken :•an tolerate.
It was round that .1,1i44114 4;011111 he.
ruh•••••1 nine hi twenty
1.1 111:0 .11i row:lining as high
Too 414111 of 5:tit 1411(1atipar-
entli detrimental .11,.,'?'. While It
the , Lichens to I,,..
I. • • I 141 11 salty r.]....rned I.. Oat enough
..f it 1/1..lit.,10 rate of growth RV
pr,,yii16.6144y Ihe 66;61110 104 that of
,•Illeisen• red the :tool: ration.
When the salt wax inked In the
flitilkts f 41 to A grams
hint to !MVO no
1i:11.1111A 4.ffeet iii the birds that were
Ii weeks old or older.
:41111 put 411,16611y Into the erop.
!iv° (spial 4losem amounting he
in grams dolly was quickly fatal Ytt
the ..11Se if IiIrds weighing 2 to 4
pounds Park
Snit given Ilu solution twice daily
proved to be more toxic than equal
11111101111tA 001140011041 In (III. fP1•41.
T110 114111111111M I,.? hat single dose of
salt for birds weighing 3 to 2. lailln44
found (0 Ile 4.140414 to 4 grams a
I. ii gii uiuif hmly w4.11:11t.
Profitable Place for
Ducks on Average Farm
114.611,10 F' ill',,.' the profitable
phi:, the duel( should have on the
farm. There was a ((flue when the
ditek was not a profit but that time
is loom past. With 1.4•tter reoding
..f poultry anil the better un-
der-anteling of ilia ear., they K110111,1
loiVe 41114•1: IS rapidly coming to
the front.
The Pekin duck Is a meat bird and
..mt he considered as suet,. flow-
It Is not 11114.44111111 4 411 ro wet 1411
iti xl s,•;,,.,11 With pr,,por f••••.'
The In.'." teim sh..111,1 he
eurly ii, the summer 'MI fed
"4.1116 ration 11t011 the fin.? Of 1 1444,111
bor. 111011 pat 011 a 111:1441. W.4 1111re
to11I141 :I goo:1 tIO II111410
equal parts of ground corn. SToultol
oats, bran, shorts. 1,,w-irrade flour and
1114431 siT1144 1. sllyg MrIter In the Ti,
Matta Farmer's thible. This should
I.,' fed wet 0:1411 day, night and
morning, with grain at 1104411
11 Is not 1104.4,ssilty 14. II. 10 water
for 114. diteks to swim In, hut the fir
WO Of 1110 1•:::•4 Will be hetter If wit
ter is \Valor to siiim ii
Is a detriment (ii yeung sting: that I,





We invite you to visit our store and see one of the most
complete displays we have ever exhibited. Everything
to make poultry raising a pleasure.
Just received a big shipment of
all kinds of Field and Garden
SEEDS.
KENTUCKY HARDWARE & IMPLEMENT
- COMPANY, Incorporated.
Church St. Fulton, Ky.




I„,,, A. I.:. Tarplcy I I(11)-
rd i't't'l ill
8‘ v ‘i FyItA A A •• •9
:it 1 P. M..
1111.1`1. if II public sale th.e 1oll0Nvini.1 chattel proper-
ty: I line br(md mare. 1 Ctood mule. I milk co\y,
1.1rwil 1.6,r the 11,61r1,et. fr the enerelsy • , •
fIll. ;II tOtigli stringy I nil/ •r. 1 r;tke. 1 n(`NN' (I 1SC hai•ro)w. I seo•I ll)n
and ItlOy 4141 1140 11111 011 filt Very fast.
Housing Old Ducks
()hi need no particular care
They should -I:aye if place where they
eon keel, .1ry at night. In the winter
an) dry houst• will answer for quar-
ters. 'rho, ean travel about in the
eold and snow :luring the day, but at
night they 0:4,11141 lune U warm place.
Eggs are usually laid In the early
1114a111111:, SO It is 1111VISIIble to keep the
birds shut In until all have laid.
not try to keep duelis and hens In the
same nen. Ducks need a soft feed and
I?,') are dirty about their eating.
High Prices for Eggs
Egg prothmtion during the months
.d high prlees Is a matter of first get-
tint hens that are bred for egg pro
dilation, and following that Ai Ith the
pr.qter. methods of ear., feeding and
mattagement l'orniner poultr men
rather generally sell all two year-01.1
hens., hut breeders keep their best
henswfer many years In some eases. If
a hen 1141SSeSSYS Valuable eharatieris
ties. It Is only a matter of eoninion









plOWS and in fact a full set of farm tools.
n and hay, and household and kitchen
ob, includinEl feather beds, beddin‘zs and
TERNIS NI ADE KNOWN ON DAY OF
If Saturday. .‘pril 9 at 1 P. M., is too bad
• for a sale to be possible, the sale will be
-..kpril I I at HI .‘. NI.
Tarpley,
Executor for Mrs. A. E. Tarpley, Deceased.
N. 13.---1 will also sell PRIVATELY the home farm of Mrs. A. E. Tarpley, one-halt
mile east of Water Valley, 100 acres, and also the farm of Henry Tarpley, deceased,









Fulton Advertiser 'flgA(i),,i0 always comes back have never owned a pig 'o'erthers courteously. The Ghosts of
K. a. W1i..1..t.kms abundantly in proportion to at him on account of his un-
and Publieh 
,
the way it is est ended to n mth- to tit ways. but this is because RomanceCditor e,
they have ILeVer Seell him lift aPublished Weekly at 44UI.ekt St. ers.
mortgage or remove a plaster By RUBY DOUGLASsahsenaption St.tn) per year
A GREAT, NEW BUSINESS from a red barn.
it'ooroght i-Entered ae etect.md class matter
One of the newest sciences ILLINOIS CENTRAL SYSTEMNuv. 26, IE.% at the Puat Office at L A. Downs, President 4 A '" HOW we are ha% ing t lieFulton, Kituteeky, sager the Act uf ,,,,. hie h we have w it tti Hs is the ---- . 141114410W of our own am 11011
March 3, 1179. science of 
advertising. And ad-- 'mon 101, murmured Nora etdenuoy
Chicago, March 21. 1927 noon* laid 110W1li 1110 I/01111V k1111./1vet.tising has really come to Iii,
a science. It is no longer eon- To Our Employes: aim which she was homily cleaning a
ducted in a haphaZard way. Courtesy is one of the most e111,,...4 on her easei. 'where hue
Men of brains and ability have important characteristics or our I'","I .110''. Pr"' tel
stu andied it d have evolved service and tine of the most val..' a 'i;;:i'or:wikaar::ruici:vileiri'z 11101111 l'ZIR11.1'":!fil "1110
plans which bring about the made asse r ts of ou rath.oad. It his stm parlor studio, mopped working
greatest amount of good thru has first place in Our pledge of t„ mum,.
advertising, benefit to the pub- "Courtesy. Efficient Service Nora, the may automat on,. of the
welic as ll as to the advertiser. Always," an d its observant' e by irk,, hmta, u , . msrse,,o lemma Ihit ally The Shoe Rehuildei . .ill ahem St. Pillow 561 1It is pleasing to know that all employes is constantly being chintz cUshlons of the swinng gi hatti•
,men everywhere are beginning urged. But why do we place mock. "1 NM them" Ole whispered,
to appreciate the great part for all this emphasis on courtesy? "*"'""'IY•
good which advertising plays in Courtesy is of such impot_1; ot,":7,,,,:li'a"iintiatt,a"rneng.r:,1,".t,71,°LekP:"t 
our everyday life. That we do afire because it advertises ou 
not yet fully appreciate this service. attracts patronage and --:•171,,:;nrm. ',rum,. ,,,,,lih,,rar.
good, however, is evidenced by makes for pleasant relations -Ridiculous, Nora." KeotTed Ifelene
!lie fact that only a small per- with the public generally. One -what did you eat for supper met a/ 01111 I i I. I d dtestoncent age of the potential adver- courteous art often ea uses woo'!"
isers avail themselves of its as- many persons to praise and List, ..T141;iiiriiigiyh-troto.,"..itin..1,,:a. a 111.irta.
our service, and the good will i itoot not," Nora
dent Coolidge pointed to the due in no sin all part to the
In a recent address. Presi- which our railroad enjoys is
. , %vim' on, earnestly. "last 1/101I 11111 1
1 ls411:1144,11,11tlir..11.10.111.1;h1r4:.111,1.11,.4,n1=4.1.1.41 PLUMBING
sistance.
fact that we are still apt to pleasing manner in which our diers on tYhraa white hors'es walitin
place too low an estimate on the employes Perform our service. tie the aim drive toward the house. I
subject of at Ma m- The reputation for courtesy was SO petrified that I just burled my
moth factories and great trans- which our railroad bears is Merl in the covers and-after • while.
portation systems impress us something of which we all art, mi moray."
when we conic in personal con- proud. Therefore. I take great "5 oters. ill g0011e. The story !hots,
tact with them, the President pleasure in calling your atten- rt
1,..ocit. tc„.thi us tins last gotten on your
said, but we have not yet come tion to the following excer 
i
pt .‘,‘.--.''‘‘'..,:t..lerght.t,' ilt.1,1i".,r1;, iii7.1:ittii.hi!'ui:;,ti
to appreciate the great busi- ft•om a recent decision of the, „aad„c ha. h„rr„,„„d - . - l'i"c•++++++.R++++++++++++++++++++++++++4-a+++++++++**4-s++
nesa which greets us through Mis.iissippi Supreme Cout.t in a -rat now," Interrupted Helene. 
I Ali. ft* AN A AN A, (4,4 eh (INthe advertising pages in the case in which our railroad was' Tim three girls had rented the old 
.t,i'. SI- W NI W 'i'. i.K.J.VCNI)__01:?.. 0 C:. 4'6_ _Ct'''':newsPapers and periodicals or concerned: Cross farm for a studio to work In NI4'. ›
DRESS UP WITH THE
GLADSOME SPRINGTIME
-  --
The spirit of spring is abroad
in the land. Every peeping
bud on every leafing bough
tells us spring is here and na-
ture htis awakened front her
winter slumber. "fis the time
when youth calls to youth -
the bird seeks its mate and all
creation preens itself for the
season of sufp:hint. :Ind .tim-
mer.
What could be more fitting
than 1w'men. women and chil-
dren to rive heed to their Per-
stoutl appearance- to discard
the worn and ragged garments
of bleak, cold days and step
forth adorned in raiment har-
monious with the gladsome
Springtime?
All up and down the nation,
cities and municipalitie as re
uniting to emphasize the com-
ing of these days. Societies.
clubs, churches, organizations
of all kinds, are joining hands
with individuals, stores and
merchants in a whole-hearted- 
i.effort to bring home to men •0
and women the stimulus of a the country. Yet even the most "It is very unusual. and in! all P11110111Pr. Tho entaams had a .i.
new thought-that we should, casual examination must Invint fact almost unknown, for a pas- .:.b
weird storyboaut the pinee helm; it
for one rie f momen t , li ft our out to us. the President added. senger train employe on t he I 
haunted because during the l'IvIl war ::: 
+
and like threfree birds of
the aiir, rejoice htat SI'RING 
come a great busint,ss. discourteous or impolite to al
'grounds. rad wii..ie tales wore told .:.
of how, every so orlon the ghosta of 
Just Received thee ca .three soldiers had been killed in the?". •:.careworn faces from our tasks. that advertising has now be- Illinois Centrid System to be•
By creating a demand and passenger, it is commonly the three headless soldiers had been .1:
tends to reduce prices and the cannot be ignorant of the fact. New Styles in .has come-and, dressed up in stimulating business advertising known, and for this reason we' span ta walk under the old 411111 trees 'l-our "best bib tind tucker." re- , aim, in Plidtp Of 1114.110-Valleil practical
fleet in our outward appear- cost of living. It raises, too, that this great railroad system ..i...mind of the average house-hunter, the '1




W hen nature sings till the which we buy. It brings there- throughout the United States MI „ a-s +1-world is atune-why not us•.' fore, greater prosperity to the having the most courteous and 
in,...:ik„wii'g.:IfIir,;,1;,:ilLdlitrzt..lkisiii•nenutotth.:
3: -.
the biting winds of winter. dm-
Let's banish dull care-forget advertiser and greater aatisfac- accommodating employes 0 f windaio- attit,„ita'adai ..ya%':1...ttateh.
tion to the buyer. There is no any railroad system.' a grand Illtle sleeper." "Sleh," whim '.c
+ 
IA: ii, g-t•tiven ,..„card all that reminds us tit the longer any doubt about its gen- A reputation so out eorea Homo. in mock alarm, "aidivi 4.-:-shadows of the lung nights- eral benefit. But, as yet, few as ti) rtTeiVe such rec. ognit ion you know Nora had quarreled with ..... •:.
the new-DRESS UP.
There's not a woman among "riancv.
guard it carefully. reuses sleepless nights -unrequited :.s Visiting Cards ..„4.
off with the old and on with .i....of us realize its tremendous Im- is worth maintaining. Let us Bob and-well, they 410 say that It +
not a man among_tivso_modesi, 
animal with a long pedigree
and short tall which cannot be
The pig is a coarse. illiterate
THE PIG
THE MAN WHO GETS
PROMOTED
I,. A. DOWNS. 
l°1eN..t.a•ertheiess.
may ,,it na with nlo tonight ;Ind i
watch," announced Nora, with deter
minatIon. "Three nights they always +
walk, so I've heard."




Faithfully yours. I saw them and von 1: +us so fair but whose beauty may
smiling spirit of Spring. There's
forth in her new apparel-car-
rying in her heart and eyes the
be enhanced %% lien she steps ,








and feels in his soul the stifling 
ever performed w.al4(14eto
most cruel acts which nature
the horse anti cow with long.
iategtite;ip .The_ urddiinnaart.yytraeslw 
dons an
He's mighty
tehnaotu;gh," and lets it go at • aml "IRY
fond of "good i that night, lights out, nothing nave 4'
father'n clock that ticked omitiously hi ..i..




. but who will pause for self-ap- 
taxed as a fly-itillur.-
-,Rembrarea In their arms, on N.Ira's hist \\ 1,....d d 'Ili g t.,.
/It 
in his mirror his glad, new togs
praisal when he sees reflected
spirit of Spring. And as for us 
flowing tails and leave the pig , the hall,
Suddenly, tier gripped each other
+ 
. \ li 11 o u 11 cenient S. .:.., plain folks-more's the need without anything but a feeble, But the chap who gets promot- ied. or the raise he doesn't ' ...-and ail eyes were glued to a dark and 4*, tightly curled imitation. This •for us to garb ourselves in the why the average pig is so ask, distant spot beneath a big dotdottree 111 1.
happy t•aiment o a nf the seso.
in 
is
disagreeable a companion dur- Has just a little something the edrivway.
t id "Let's not be selfish, but ing fly time and has to be m n ooll- more than hair beneath "sot word.-- - -" whistwre.II Nora. vv invite You to call an see them.
his hat. They %tooted in snot., as three ÷ 
+
true harmony with the spirit ot 1.ified with a pitchfork. +
white la.rses ambled toward them + 
...
the day let's touch with the
and child of our household anti
the household itself. Yes, even
fairy hand of grace every chic
more. let's "Dress Up." the
home. the yard. the
that all the environs of our lire
may reflect the joy thio is
garden. vcdeped front PlaYful infancy But the chap who draws atten- Their hands were icy cold. The girls ;
cial veal tire. Nobody
'eared a pig in order to enjoy
his society or to watch the W
working or his mind as it de-
to adult manhood. In fact. a
Mc, pig is purely a commer-
ever The ordinary fellow lives an
ith the ordinary. fellow hi,
ordinary day;
is anxious to be quit ;
tion and the larger week;
ly pay 
hearing on their backs what looked to +
the girls like three uniformed soldiers
without lit411101.
with the ilekins of grandfather's clock
Own; fr:ottically together.
The healing of their hearts vies, :
•',.
'.. 4fr 144i,  !!!' 4
I4:
++• 








:•areful search for the mind of TheY .1001114.11 111410,1 out fito,. 5,,,I 4) '...4i 'y y '4) -4/ ,4 .4 4 er_within us-that is within all when a horse whinnied atol snorted.a pig is about as futile as try- Has a vision for the future
A headless soldier reprimanded hlm. a-taias.:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:--sa.:-:-:-.:-.a.a.s.a.a.:.+,:..s.a.1-1-1-s++++++++++++++++++++ing to lonature. cte the melody in a a wnd is or king hard for it.a aim that WaS 111,11%11/111111,111s, Fil141' 
COURTESY 
bagpipe solo. No great poem! • though his voice had tosm, Nora had
, FOR SALEwas ever written on the pig. He tackles every problem with moved. the dust shaken out, ob-
the will to see it through; 
rerminized it as 'tows tov.•,I tam, ,and he is never asked to sit for To tho consi..rnation :iial relief o, stinate spots loosened. An ex-
Courtesy is the cheapest corn- his portrait. except just prior He does it little thinking ote.i i 1..mo, and iilarla she called wildly Four-room house anti lot 45x pert "spotter" then goes over
modity in the world, yet it is to some auction sale. If Amer- the work that conies t,, ant or the wina,a, at it'll dl,!, •-n„), : 100 feet on McDowell street, the garment by hand-stains
probably the least used, Man literature had to depend hand; 
i quick sale, $600. See T. B. and spots vanish before hisIt doesn't belong to any cor- upon the pig for its inspiration. IliS eyes are always open for - al:'1,: 
Fer t [1. h ad al,.three es vit out of three A 1 , ..
skill. Ne suxt, the it is sou sed
poration and it isn't quoted in it would not occupy the proud the more that he can do, 
,ailfarins and 
p, nialriII,' ir. 
three mi,mline "I "'-'"n•
gently, thoroughly, back and1 ang out 011 csit riWall street. It is not regulated eminence given it by the, State You never find hint idl,
EGGS FOR SALE
there are no restrictions on it. Without intending to dispar- ty eonvenoonat to reeelve slurs at White Wyandotte 
firrth. in the purest of cleaning
fluids. Soil embedded in theby any federal commission- of Indiana. merely waiting a command. oa. girls to get Into chtthee stinkient
There was itith•lt sr-rambling among
eggs I'M. 1 a br i e is filtered out ; grime and
The price of couxtesy is not fix- age the pig, it must be admit- The ordinary fellow does pre- olght. Mutt night do tor it ghost, , hatching-$1.00 wr 11 • $5 00 gr"Ils`' "re di"°1  awaY•ed because there are no "pro- teal that intellectually he is a cisely as he's told. would not, perhaps, M141111 141111a1.111 for
111.1' 100. R egal-horea's 'sira' *in.But someone has to tell him 
After most of the moisture has
duction costs." greater disappnintment than a real, live man.
what to do, and how. and 
, 0 been whirled out, the suit is
Courtesy is as free as the air graad opera in English. But as "Von nearly seared us I., de,01,... Mrs. Robert Rhodes, Rothe -,
we. breathe, and costing noth- ,c business propositon the pig when; Nora was saying t. 1 I tl.h. %dint. 1.111. FUlt On, Ky., Rural intone 66, 
carefully dried in a breeze of
ami at him with aiothin:: hut all fresh, warm. sterih, air, thening. many view it as a worth- makes the chewing gum indus- But the chap who gets promot• -
less asset and do not make it a try look like the sale or ice ed fills the job he has to 
.mnoyed expression. • with the warm air sifting thru
part of themselves, cream cones in Labradole Al- hold,
For many, many years the most alone and single handed. With just a little something
more than ordinary men.commencement d a y orators the domestic pig has dotted our
have been telling us that court- fair prairies with bea•.''' . --Edgar A. Guest!
esy is a factor to be reckoned homes, electric washers,
with if
life. Fulton, kywe wish to succeed in tie iloss. musical windmills. - Kentucplaying pianos, ineAani,-,,
Some high school graduate,: milkers. back-firing autumn
have remembered this bit o' hilt's and sweet content. Eye.
timely advice and in their ef• time the farmer ships 22 chu
forts to get ahead in the strer,- by raced pigs to market Soil., The Manufacturer
uous game of life. they have real money is put into active An abundance of raw mate-
made it their constant aim to be circulation, and the country rial-cheap power and water-
courteous to others, merchant feels more like ad- exceptional railroad facilities
Go through the list of your vertising and contributing It)' -ample labor-cheap sites_
acquaintances and see how the church. low taxes. ,
many have made courtesy pay. The pig never used to 4now The Farmer, Truck Gardener
You will find the number la- his ancestors from a hole in the and Stock Raiser
mentahly small because they ground, but nowadays every Extraordinary fertile lands
have been too busy with the pig that amounts to anything of low prices-a suitable cli-
small perplexities of life to has a family tree with more mate-suitable labor.
take time. for little courtesies branchea on it than it cranberry The Merchant
that make the brief stay here bush. A stalwart pig that can A large and increasing trade
pleasant, trace his ancestry back to the territory-freedom from undue
Coat tesy pays big dividends reign of James K. Polk will oft- competition.
in what we generally term slit'- VII time's sill for more money The Homeseeker
cess. It likewise creates with- than a serial stm•y by Robert Attractive but inexpensive
in the individual a certain sense W. Chambers, which shows homes-low living expenaes-
of satisfaction in the thought that as a people we are coming good schools and churches-a
that he makes friends by treat- to a higher appreciation of lit-, delightful climate, ,
a••••••••
For Alt kinds of Shoe Repairing
Bring 1 otit
Shoes
_ ..N.-.. ." To me.. The only shop that curries
• u Union Card.-,....., .
vts 1:1611T





nAd then the lats how
Bob. desperate for wont Of saeet
lo4/1111.44 1 1011114111111411s11111, 111141 144•,.p.-
whole idea h. T, 1
1./01 been largely liecaii..e Nor:. “,-Is!.
'iiI spending 11,1'. summer with lo•r
two girl frie1111,1 in d stea of mart
a hint s she had half irronike•I. 1:••!,
had suggested that If the girls ',add
!re properly frightened tarot," N..ro
•yould marry him tei lia,e a taro, tor
torhe t others.
till fir proterti.rn le.w." eon-
fessed Ilelene.
Hob vrouldn't Ire a laid sort
I,, have around the pia. e," added
(aorta.
"What say, Nora?' ashed !lot, HI
holding her hand. "NV ill ti marry
the 1'411- 1110 peace of mind of itt
iv,, r' I frIentla?"
The tl‘e young persons creo.1 1,„,k
log at Nora.
"It seems selfish - not to' Nolo
And It ,% tta settled that there It'll
Le a wedding and that the three
Itorat,r it or.. to lend the wedding pre
eessIon uldett vtas to be through the
aisle ot elms in the garden at the
haunted house.
t..
011t ot erro,'11 THE WRINKLES TAKEN OUT 
ti.t:miltesistfi:Il iffr:.dt hit.'t.ct 1::t h trieliti:oniaePs!relen
”1 0100111 111101i 3,01 'lid.- "'"I YOUR SPRING SUIT NEEDS
fresh and smart agam.
shop can do for faces--how it
, , Nor is this dry t•leaning
"magic." limited to men's suitsYou know what a beaut y
can remove wrinkles front 
and overcoats. Hats and gloves,
cheeks and crow's feet from wurlien.'' coml.'', 
suits. dresses
eyes. But did you ever visit a 
and blouses, children's clothes
"beauty shop fur suits" -a ;
----almost every ai•ticle of wear-
modern dry cleaning and sani- satitftteaPPI,t.tr,tetit„,,'̀.1inngi .t,ttlit' igk:v.t.i,s1 it i
this
tary prea-ing establishment? t reat meld. And how much
Here. ag,itin. is It "fountain of longer clothes wear when they
youth"---this time for clothes. receive it. Truly dry cleaning
For example. take one of nays its own bins,
your own suits to the 0. K. 
/I
et,
I ' ellarSe, We Make a SIM-
S11.11 in Laundry -one you v'e. tilt It of dry cl..‘aning draperies,
worn often. It' it's a light still, rugs, etc. Don't overlook this
the grime is plainly visible at when you begin your Spring
collar and cuffs; perhaps there leaning-jhousecust phone 130
is a bit of grease on it from anti We Will do the t •st.
your can. If the suit is dark. o. K. STEAM LAUNDRY
the dirt may not show--but it .1..I. Owen, Proprietor.
there. One cannot ride. in au-
tomobiles and taxis, anti not ga-
ther dirt. SPECIAL OFFER




fun' or this suit. , per and the Memphis Weekly
, First. it is tumbled in warm, i Commercial Appeal-both pa-
drying air; the moisture is re-' pars one year for only $1.25.
I







































CbV Y thoughtful citizen of this com-munity is interested in its develop-
ment and progress. There's no question
about that! We all want our children to
enjoy better homes, better schools, better
parks more agreeable surroundings
and greater comforts.
We all want oui7 town to keep step with
its neighbors, to take the lead in civic
affairs. So there is only one sound plan
for us to follow:
We must nork together io increase the
n.ealth of this community by doifig every-
, c thing Ire can to encourage local business.
When you and your family patronize
our advertisers the stores and banks
of our town and keep your money in
circulation right here at home, there is
no power on earth that can prevent
our progress.
Read the Ads in this Paper
and save yourself money by trading at home
••••••=s••••••••Sem.
PAY YOUR BILLS PROMPTLY/ -,(you wont be in ticht qi hciPs um to save
gricthtse elf RcsPect uou Vrestige
P OLtT.S GOOD BUSINES_S
Phone 794




Rare Collection Is Left by
Frederick Canfield.
Washington. Tlas Frederick ('mi
field coins that of minerals, among the
largest and niost einuislete private col
M.dions In this cli1111Ify. 11,1;011111111111A
ftii 1.11111/W1111'Ill Of $50,1101) Ili fel• 11S1,1
I'll OS 1111ii been glven to the
seiliteraellin Institution. This 1 er.,
hopraliiet lega. y 11114 ulrenti.s 11111,1,1
Ii, %% ii.dillig1011. It required a
month tor experls from /he tintlionil
erasion!, to !awls the eight i.r tkim•
II, the
...nation In II/ Some tamales
mon. will he required for tiliptickltia
11111 cataloguing before the nauerals
. an he Ian on exhibition.
I 1.1,111'0 k t'unfield of
I :421111' bill, N. 4., who
111.10 of II,
.P110,1140i. II' 1101.1t. \ 1..114441. re
11.1., II,.• falt• of tillner..1
1., lions III .14111•ri. II, the iesuits Ill
44 I,1,•11 101 1 1 111,11,111A 1114(1/1. 111111.111tilag
—41,101 111.1 11 1.11 1,111 as (lie
I.,' 1.1 .1 -1 Oilittill‘ to lu
1 111 I 11 11,11,4.1 II1 •1,1 11111•114
11, 1 ,1 1,, 1 i.olt I.. I, 1,4., s1.1•1
1.1,1• -.•. 1 4,1 1,1 11.:
hocioi I 1.1 1.11 11,1' 0111111. 1 111.•
•• 111,, II
11. i ,..•, 11,1111,1
.1 1,1 IQ 1111 "Will') III 1,1111•.1
Ii ..,1:1/1
1.r•I'111,..., l..III O 1.1. 11
11 1 1 111 1.10i' 11 1 11,..114
111,1, 11111o., 1.1111 .11 1111,.• 1ll, 1111101111k
otonlih,t I. ',III I l.i111, 1 / 1 1 II
us 111,i1 1,11i.11 I
/11014. 1111•50 ...111.1•11, 111.111 any oi
.‘1111•111.11. 'Fla. elder Ali. I ..ttil[..!,1
1.rst-liand ••••,.. III I ill.
II III 1111,1 till' ',lilt...rill:11 11 I• 111,1,1 It
11,1 1 111111•1 1 1 11.1 (1'11111 It dre the lito in
the world.
Son Adds to Collection.
lien fallo•r 111..11 I 11'111.1 id,
41111111'111 SI 1 1111.11 114 111,1111I or so
SPY1111111,•111.1 11114 1111r halt 11.11,1'11,1
cases, 0. it'll l,ti,I neser ol/1•111•11
Unlit their transfer to the Smiths..111-
all. 'flis• Ni111 111141111 IIIS Usd1 11011,,,
IOW. %%10111 C4111 11 1 it llte1.1 010
t11111 HO' 111,..,11i•3. -1 11111t. Is as
grs•al and equally- unique, and is ths•
.  lilt f It.. \ 111.1 1•1 411,911'1 ion Nil 11
.11111111,1, 11
1111111114 11,111I II,- 1110111., 10
gather Dill ei sl,o•cililvt., I' .,111 :111
parts the world. '1 11.• • .11 1.•••1 lir!'
1141 11111/11,01,1 ;1101
11 tal..• years .4 141,1.1
I'. build ut, an)thing that wou1.1
It.
Anion' the rarltie. eantallied in Ohio
section is Ito• 13pe
OW mineral aft. r
f .•1.11...-
I mu contains almost all [Ile ISjll'l'iIII 'II.
,,t tilts mineral known in the world.
Of the related mineral, stray halite.
rich In the rare metal germanium,
loclor Canfield had the largest masses
known.
'Jibe Canfield family lias been a-so-
d:tied with IIoIliIlg interests It, Ne•vi
.I.•rs4.3 for 111111'.. 111,111 11 1'1.111 110. Fred-
mad, .•1.1er, was o'lle ul
heir. 0.: 1 ii,,rloor I 11 11,•r•oll 4.1
10‘v ,•r 4.1 II,,' 1 11.•krr
, Awing company, a




.ated at !lingers mid t'olumida. lie
took it slegree in miltrag aud euaitseel.
rag its 1.173.
Discovers Rare Fossil Plants.
l'ur-iiieg his pi!....•cs-i.d. Nertli
mot South .%!..erlra, the y01111:1011 ''Sit
liehl spent two 54•a0s aml
it 1`0,4; .11,•••Ner...1 the fos-il Mmas
41 11011 fixed lbe guelogical age Ii I lio•
lar-fataal mountain of silver, Cerro
de Potosi.
!luring the last severul years of
lit.• Imelor s'anheld filial a quiet.
rraircs1 life in 11,1' filliiily home .it
I err.. hi ''III,', .1.•!.. _ ! ••
I A, .1/A 111.11...1 •
I''''
1.11..• t1I,t 11111'N 1/1111
m.1 .,nl lie loft us near
rs•I .111,''.
Tile I ..,1111r•Ili 1,11, 1.r.11 .4.. to 1,.•
1'11111 11,11,1 11 II -1.1 11' 111.1,1
1 1 1 11.111A .11, 1,1 1.1 1, r111.1111•••••••11111 1 I
II en', 1 1.1 1 ••• .1!..1.1.•• A 11111, 1.
1.1 ' '11 '11 I 1 11.'S
N -.41 • 1 .1, 1 I
1 "I 1,1111,1 in "1 it, • 11"1" I 1 '1 1. 1'1 1
1 S,I1 1., 1 1,1 111.
3% 1 ..111 I'''' it t• ,,,, 5.141
a',.11 :01.1 .1 Ow
• ,,, nr To.
I :..la
.11 point of IlIl t h. 11,
111.11,•11:::
t111,11.4 II,,' ,111 O 111'11
1 111,1 11111 1'1,1111,11 Oil,. Oerg• 11oh,
'lip l'if
II' lit' tasssil for eximi•inee
i'llfluoirS ii Ili, ,
The Smithsonian Is. 01
11110se, coin... moil with pure n.s.,areti.
!hat Is, the 111:11.111g known of 111401,
/101S 11114101 natiorals, litit without
isaisswItslge or riolS the mineral,.
111110i 1, 11,1,1 ill I1111,111,1 Sci011.V.
Life's Sp n Grows
nat-,0 w.
thinks that Slit 1,111 a quarts,'
centhry will add three te four years
Iss the overage span ‘vf life In till.,
eottutry. The devtor seeing to lime a
melt*. of lit', however. on
elality-seeund birthday he 'walked le





II a national Ur-
ganization tu im-
prove and rstrns1




-- /or lawn or tio,
ONLY Porthoid Cei nen t concretestreets will stand up economi-
cally under the traffic of today. Rigid
and unyielding, they retain their safe,
even,attractive surface year after year.
Surprisingly moderate in their first
coct, they require almost no mainte-
nance—are open and in service at all
seasons.
The concrete pavement is unaffected
by temperature — and is the, safest
pavement wet or dry.







The Enterprise Automatic circulating warm sir
Heater will heat the entire home with a (onstant
circulation of clean, warm air, insuring the same
comfortable warmth in every room.
Finished in dark grained Mahogany enamel, it i;
in harmony 'with the other fin nishings of the most
refined taste. The fire door. ash door and all me-
chanical parts are concealed when the cabinet is closed.
The powerful heating unit makes it most econom-
ical in fuel consumption. The vs tie deep air ways
from top to bottom of the cabinet permit free pass-
age of air, which is qui3.14- heated in passing over
the heating unit, and out the top to circulate through
the entire house.
Let Us Show You Ths. Heater ToJay








When in need High-Grade
PRINTING
HISSMERIIMIENITEMERREARREISIM
 THE FVJ.TQN ADVERTISER1111WPOIIIPWINIM111111111l.-..  ,FaaT".tal
II
AIR DRIED CLOTHES.
Do you realize what it means to +receive a bundle of thoroughly
washed and an dried clothes pram a model n power laundry?
It means that at last the only remaining harrier between the housewife and the laundryman
has been broken down. Because, now the modern laundry not only washes clean whatever
you choose to send, but also duplicates in every respect the method of drying that the house
wife has employed for time immortal, nanuely, the hanging of the washing on the old-fashioned
clothes line, to bask and dry in the glorious sunshine.
The greatest development in years and years, comes to t his steadily growing industry in the,
perfection of a natural drying process. '1 his new method of drying by air eliminates for all time






Thousands and Thousands of Cubic Feet of Concentrated Sunshine
The scientific application of air a!;,a drying agent in the power laundry is accomplished by the perfection of
the Vorclone Drying Tumbler. 1 his most wonderful machine harnesses clean fresh air in tiliCIi great volumes
that it almost entirely eliminates the necessity of heat to dry clothes with. It dries clotIles by air, evenly and gently, venti-
lating them thoroughly, treeing them entirely of all lint, leaving them soft, fluffy and perfectly odorless. Clothes dried
in this manner are never shrunk, discolored or left with a harsh feel.
t
- '
The Vorclone Tumbler used in our laundry is the only drying tumbler that does not depend solely
on heat to dry clothes; it is the missing link in an otherwise perfect laundering process. It puts the
work of the power laundry on par with that of the housewife's own private laundry.
Be sure to see this wonder machine in our laundry anytime, feel (Ind
smell the clothes it dries, notice how fresh and sweet smelling they are.
Phone 130
When you aee the pleasing
results. the economy and the
convenience of this complete
service. you are going to put a
ban on "home wash days-
thranghout the year.




very much excited over the cy-
clone Thursday night. It swep.
through the western part of
town, blowing two churches
off the pillars. The Christian
Church and the negro Baptist
Church. Also destroying sev-
eral out buildings and thy.-
barn.s.
Mr. and Mrs. A. \V. Fowler
and daughter. Dorothy. Misses
Ruth Wade and Pat Newton at-
tended the OVanderbilt Glee
Club at Hickman Friday even-
ing. March lath.
Mrs. Inez Menees visited her
daughter. Mrs. Clyde Linder.
last week. Mrs. Linder is thril-
led over the arrival of her little
.on. He has been Chrtstened
Charles Suston.
Mr. Walter Byrd left Sunday
for St. Louis. where he expects
to work.
Mr. and Mrs. Georgie Un-
derwood, Misses Nannie Belle
Menees and Edna Oliver spent
Sunday with Mary E. White. In
the afternoon they drove down
too Hickman to see the back
Water.
Mrs. Jessie- Warren came in
from St. Louis c ;ail relatives
and friends here.
Mias Opal Bryant anent the
eek end with home folks.
Mrs. J. L. Allen spent the
a eek end with her mother and
father-m-law. Mr. and Mrs.
.iiniAllen.
Mr. Georgie Underwood goi
hp, finger mashed last week
while at work on the railroad.
Mr. Cecil Cruce, who is at-
tending school at Murray, vis-
ited home folks this week.
Mrs. Martin Bondurant spent
Tuesday with Mrs. Fannie
Jones.
Barn to Mr. and Mrs. NV. A.
Selina, on Mare h 20th a fine
t wele e pound bay. He ha,
been christened Joe Albert.
Mr. Lam McClellan spent
this; week end at home.
Misses Marie and Johnnie
Scearce and brother. Mack. and
little niece, Margaret Ham-
mantis, spent Sunday with then
sister, Mrs. II. Williams, in co_
lumbus.
Miss Annie May Bruce spent
the week end with parents.
;1,Iiss Hazel 3.1ayfield enter-,
tamed her Senior ('lass with a parents. Mr. and Mn-. Tom
tacky party at her home Fri- Newberry.
day evening. March la. A John Byrd. who is attending
prize was given to the tackiest the Murray State Normal spent
present. The winners were the week end with home folks.
Miss Edna Oliver and Mr. 011ie Miss 'Virginia Sway spent the
It. Cloys. Games were played week end in Clinton.
and at a late hour refresh- R. L. Elliott. of Fulton. apent
mints were served. Every one Saturday night with I.. .1. Stro-
reported a very enjoyable ece- t her.
noig. Mrs. George Elsey spent a
well.
tew days this week in Bard-
Crutchfield, Ky Mr. and Mrs. Porter Childeia
took their little daughter to
Mrs. T. E. Murdaugh i n Mayfield Wednesday to con-
the sick Lat. stilt Dr. E. A. Stephens.
Miss Linnie Page spent tho MN. Bob Roberts. of St
week end with her parents in Louis. visited her sister, Mrs. .1.
Arlington. B. Williams. this week.
Mrs. Dennis Hall is in Fulton Mrs. C'ecil H. Coleman has
with her sister. who is vet' di returned to her home in
with pneumonia. Kenzie. Tenn.. after a few day,
hey. Butler was the guest of visit to her aunt. Mrs. A. .1.
Mr. and Mr:. O. R. Sane, Sat- Turney.
urday night. Misses Julia Jeffress and
Mr. Vvatch of Paducah Loose' Roper have returned to
spent the week end with his their school duties at Murray.
parents. Mr. and 'Mrs. Jim after a visit t ohame fulks h;oo .
Veatch. AI N. Wink Bruce is visaing
Mr. Bob Drysdale is seriously relatives in Illinois,
ill at his home near here. Mn. Cartee. of Paducah. is
Mrs. Murriel Jones and son. eisiting his daughter. Mrs, Paul
James Thomas. spent Sunday Williams.
with Mrs. John Elliott. Mr. anti Mrs. II. N. Seat
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest ('arvec '.pen the week end with relit-
were the guests of Mr. allti IVcs in Fulton.
M rs. W. I), Wade, Monday. The farmers of this comman.
Misses Willie Ruth Turner ity are delivering large quanta
and dalady, Bellaw shopped in it.s of tobacco at Mayfield.
Fulton Saturday afternoon. Misses Ruel Flippo and NN ii-
Mis_s Bessie Clark spent Fri- lie Ruth Turner entertained
day n ight with Miss Dylda Ed- with a beautiful St. Patriok
wards. party mg.ht at the hame of Mr.
Misses Louise Roper am) and Nlits. ('. A. Tamer. in bin-
Julia Jeffresa of Murray ,ptqlt 4ir of the Senior Class, it the
the cc ''k cc ith hame tolks. Crinchfield school and a few
Mr. T. S. \Vado. of Wickliffe ,yoPial frionds.
i. visiting his Parvill,'• 311'. and
Mrs. W. Wade.
Mrs. Lee seat went la (lin- Beelerton News
ton shopping Monday.
Ali...John Data es was the Sat-
urday night gaest of Mr s 
Waggener and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Glalan Howell
and baby spent Friday night
at the home of Mr. Rollie How-
ell.
Mr. Herschel Brown is very
il! at the home 14 his parents.
near Harmony.
Miss Magadeline Hill return-
ed Monday night from St. lacoi.l;
for a few ;lays' visit with home
fol ks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Newberry
Mrs, Jun Itur-liatt couda to.1,cd
with a dinner Thursday. 11.
guests were: Mrs. latslitt I
and little son, Leslie
Calvin Hicks, Mn. and Mr-. :
ward Pharis and daughter, NI.,
Itch Dr. IL L. Bushart and talll-
i!y. Mr. and Nita:. Will Guyn.
Prof. and Mrs. J. E. Kirksey,
miss .11' well Robey spent
Thursday night with Prof. and
Mrs. .1. E, Kirksey.
Mrs. Ira Puckett left Friday
night to join her husband, who
has ccork in Richmond DRIe. 0,
of Detroit are visiting their, Misses Irene Bockman and,
Rebecca Rabey spent the week
end with friends in l'aducah.
Mr. and (1. [)uk., had
as their guests Saturday night
and Sunday: Mr. and Mrs. W.
.1. Kinibro and little daughters.
Narnia ;old Helen, of
Mr. and Mrs, ',inward Pharis.
Mr. Drura Ra -mer left for
Detroit. Saturday night to ;0)-
lain Work. Mrs. 'laymen-. who
is at the home of her parent,.
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Brown. will
join him later.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Guyn had
as them Sunday guest,. alra,
thishart and ;laughter.
'alary Fratit-e-s. and Mrs. Lunilc
Ityrd and daughter. Boneie.
Mits..lini AlcAlister a as call-
ed to the bedside of her mother.
Cunningham. near 11uke-
dom. who &ell Saturday night,
air. and Mrs. Dewey Johnson
were Saturday night and Sun-
day guests ;of her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Hicks. near Cla
ton.
Mn, Edgar McM,-. t -
family visited relat .
Clinton. Saturday ing.iit all
:%Irs. J. .1. ['helps has lope
spending a few days cc-it Iiher
son. Mr. Auzie Phelps and fam-
ily.
Miss Nell \\*light and Mr.
Illiporti Phelps have It, a oat of
school for the last fecc dac -
account of illness.
Mn-. Grundy Pm ken -1;11
continues. very ill.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ithari,
attended the beilsiiii• et her
brother. NIr. Bob Drysdale,
who has heen seelote,.ly ill al
11:s home NR'N‘ S;0-
111.11aY night and Sunda\ .
littgular preavhing dac
%MEI, Sarltlay. E ttnc





son spent Saturda ;.;;Ir. and
Sunday cc NI Nat ma
Brown.
and al; -
spent Friday night and Sotair-
day cculh holm toll,- ond
Mrs. Andrew Richey
Mr, Andrew Robe.) is ,` .,1).
his house painted in 1( .1.,
Mr. Vestal CnItharp and
MiSS Oessie ‘Villiams were
united in marriage' Saturday. Mr. Sid M oore is on the sick
Miss Marjorie Brown spent list at this writing.
Monday night with Miss 'il- Mrs. Roy Watts spent Friday
hene MeMorria. with Mrs. Calvin Orr.
Mr. Wes Brown and (-hit- Mrs. Gossie Stoker who has
(I rem! spent last Monday night been bedfast for several weeks.
with his brother. Mr. Preston doesn't seem to be improving.
Brown. Miss Robbie Watts visited
Miss Rub ye Gardner had as Thasea Gertrude and Delma
her gut -t MintclaY night Willie 11nole. SundaY:
Ruth McAlister. Roy Watts has been busy for
Miss A hue Morgan spent Sat- the past week working on his
urday night and Sunday with dairy barn.
Mr,. 011ie Miller of Water Mr. R. I.. Watts has put down
ValleY• a new well.
A nice gift. Send The Ad-
vertiser to a friend one year—
;ally $1.00.
daughter, Zit es.'. have been
ape-tiding a few days with her HILL CREST NEWS
home folks. Mr. Orville ('ill-
harp and family. ND.. John McClellan will re-
__ turn Wednesday to gi‘e the el-
ellientary gratit'S their eXaIllti as
their school was out Friday.
Miss Nell Myrick spent Wed-
( New Hope Community) nesday night with Miss Clara
molt 'tedium'.
('. F. Jackson. of Fu!- Mrs. Chester Reid. of Ilarri-.
ton, visited her parents, Mr. is very ill.
and Mrs. .1. P. Moat:, last week, Mr. aV. Williams moved from
Mesdames .1. A. Eskew and Lee Myrick's place to Watt
Sallie Walker cc ere Wedaeaday Lennox's place near Harris,
afternoon m rs w, ii. mr. K ox of Union
1,010. City is visiting Mr. Rohl. 11,11-
It. I., Dry,ltalt... Wilo WilA Man.
the Victim of a stroke of paraly- Mrs. Etta Dunn and dough-
last week, continues in a ter are very ill at their hum..
cery critical condition. Dr. near Gibbs.
Jackson of Paducah was called The Basketball girls of lull
Saturday for a 0011SilltatiMI ('nest had a candy sale at the
cc Oh the :Wending PhY'icialb school FunlaY• The moneY ceilllir. Bushart, go for a piano fOr the Sek0111
Nhk. EdW, rienelnel and li111t. Mr. and Mrs H. Myrick and
son, cisited Mrs. Carl Phillips. little son, James. ot Detroit.
Thursda:•, are viaiting- Mr. and Mrs. it. 11,
Mn and Mn'-. Leslie Everett Hastings.
;mAii Fulton, Thursday, The T. A. of Ilill Crest
Grace and Leanne
claClanahan visited Mrs. 'I', B.
,t1,1 Miss Irene Latta \\*ethics-
. afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. T. II. Watkins
moved las' week to their new-
ly purchased home. formerly
owned by Mr. Earl Hicks, illarry Stubblefield of }towers.
Mrs. Gladstone Latta and spent Tuesday night with Miss
baby daughter. June, apea0 it Mary Jones,
iew days of last week with hem Miss Ake)) Dedman spent
parents. Mr. and ND-- r“,,, Car- Tuesday night cc ith Miss Mary
or. near Full ((Ii, .1101es,
- Mr. Lee Myrick spelt Mon-
Hand us a dollar bill and day afternoon Harris.
get your name on the Advertis- Mrs, Hoyt Vaughn spet:
er list as a regular subscriber. Sunday with Mrs. Etta Dunn
miss Mary Brown spent Sat-
iirday night and Sunday with
Miss Itubyte Rolitty.
Mr. and 3,Irs. Carl Rolaty and:
Route 4, Fulton, Ky.
gave a hen SlioWel• last Week 10
take 11111fleY 111 get the school a
J) iano.
Mr. Joseph Robert Cheatham
tif Martin is visiting Mr. and
Mr,;. RI)bert Holman.



























































A LOTTERY WITHOUT A WINNER   On the
By W. R. MOREHOUSE
Public Relations Commission. American Bankers Astor iatien
I l'hert i• jot- Neuf...I herewith the first 40.1101 0/ arab lee e4llnelsql the Wig"
of Oh, y. uho al oller your mosey.)
ALMosTunh ..evuo.e amounts are lost to the AH11'11(1111 itottpili
U nnually from unwise ventures. This loss, estimated at near-
ly one lUAoii dollars a year, is aecounted for when you take int()
consideration that practically all of the tnotwy
"invested" in numerous fake schemes and
half-baked projects is forfeited by the invest-
ors. In presenting this series of articles re-
garding sharp practices and various kinds of
SWitidles we hope to prevent tlittusands of peo-
ple from falling into the traps already set for
limn by irresponsible and unscrupulous pro-
moters.
Through the use of only actual rases se-
lected from several thousand, it is hoped to
prove conclusively the futility of taking a
"gambler's chance" with your savings, for as
in a lottery without a winner you are bound to
lose. Much of the material here used has been
supplied by the Better Business Bureaus
throughout the United states which are non-
profit organizations serving the investor
M 
without charge aod acting wholly in the
ORL Enr: HOU 
public interest. Read these cases and
then file them away for future reference, for sooner or later you
may find yourself on the verge of "taking a leap in the dark",—of
spee,dt.ting with your savings as the people here told about were
IL, ,e,:ed ha" 1141111g.
X ••4444041 faun," hilt, Pitt over more Satanic cunning they fall in line with
('I .........I deals than any other eue their Intended eictines likes and ithi•
thine Es. ry Irresponsible promoter likes, hie vo•wpolut and his hobby,
▪ hnh,'es Ill putting on a "good and when they have gained his favor
foo.t"iii h1 . dealings with It and trust they grow more and more
• -in he flee, eti out of their savings. ionlidential, presently taking a great
tt leer 4.r net he Is suet -4,80411 due iii),', •'.t in ids welfare IOW happiness.
to a large degree On how good a front 11,10114 long they aro offering advIre
he is able to put on. In II101 ple• and "111 IMW 110 Cali bet frr his
I ,1•4 44, or "props" as they Sr.' twit inietwas by making is new ilia
simply dm setting fer the predt Mu of his available cash or by
• 'Lnex. Th''Y are used In port T131' sellInK his pre., to good se,', roes and
nn01 that Sno•111 large, thines that Mittel.: others reeottotientkd by lin'm
II grind and beautiful. Peer he- Your promoter will draw upon your
bool those sets and what do you 1.11•0 Imagination and paint rt pieta!, of a
there? You set, that the attraetere echeine by alit, ii sou ,'an rialso thou-
fiontii are suppiirted by brae.,
made of the • he ipest, knott it
si:,41 Poorest r imaginable.
They s.•rre their purpose in the
world of ni ike hut In real
lg., you ca.:mot afford to bay
ante reel fronts. Your
home meet real
rooms itehind it, your purchases and
mveetnients real valies. In tile field
t. of wild cat financing 
ff you peer be-
hind the "good front' which the pro-
moter puts on you will find that it I
s
ipported only by deception.
• is and fraud.
Unscrupulous persons of the "good
t)pe are expert actors In the
role of "big brother" to Inexperienced
Ito( --tors with money at their corn
tumid Av protector and advisor t
o
the widow and the inexperienced,
varlet. they claim I, tee. they are in
• noistul I% sheep's clothing.
C.,e4eg the Victim's Confidence
It,4.,.4-4-onal appearance they are
fine4• 'Ise As conversationalists
(Ite) are COIIV lilting. AS SILIdt'lltS of
the traits of human nature tiny rate
high. In short, they know how to
stalk their prey st—cessfully. With
The Lure of Easy Money
sands of dollars without caw,
or risk,--be may describs
some Invention selling for an astoaud
ing sum, or depict the prospecoi of s
fabulous mine Or Oil company that it
going to double and treble iu saint
over night. As a climax he may pain,
the picture of a eine-cuvered gottagt
which Is to he yours In your old age
with Its radiantly burning lire on (hi
hearth and with all the luxuries tba,
go with a happy home. An.1 iiiisiliy. 12(
may paint y oil silting before this lire
happy and contented ---in:dopendn•ut tot
life. as the result of an investment
made according to his suds se.
But there Is a great difference be
tween what y-eu get :rod what tie
eat promoter paints in the
that ion of ids victims. Ily the lure of
easy motley he leads them °VII' the
precipice of financial rein. lestead 01
old age ease and reinforts flee, usu
ally ressul.s
/The se.et orfu-le tu Thu series veal ell el a rte.', schr me yr.:, tnera es maul
patio oi the country by wawa Me unwary are roboe.i of tuna.
MORE HORSEPOWER
FUR FARM RELIEF
All pi-opos, 1 te:liek 11:1Ve IMIS tar
to pro) de Ile, farmer with farm
reoef by tacreasing his .o fling Prices
I.. 4.44.:ry. how 4.) vr, niet a 
somewhat
•••• 'n by lowering the cost
es .4 •-intilar solution can
be ,..u..••st-L;Lilly appeed to 
agriculture.
Tile mei, a,ine ,it production per
worker on the Isi is being met to a
Certain e‘nent hy using larger units of
power, wh, 'her horso niedianical
Where one man Uss using a eine.,
home or tralll he Is now msing 
from
3 to horsee, thus 
inertetsing tine
ground cox ered from two to five times.
itstIi,' UM' of larger power units hired
labor Can be reduced or eliminated,
An analyets of rai.ieg corn divides
Oouts according to the following:
toed 50peovent
Intone 21, pren'ent pereent
Mau-ellannuaa 10 yn.,nnt
Of these items ono 'at be consid
, stationary. mine :y, the land cost
weer are allr141.1140 and
otonsallinatintilial
nave been the main obstructions to
lower production vests, larger power
.,nita are doing mu( h to decrease labor
.itors. Also, larger power units If
ased over la, ger farm areas can de
niuch to lower the power percentage,
l`rofmator 3. ii. Davideon, senior rya-
rh nhural engineer, United States De-
partmeet of Agri:ill/are. summing up '
investigational worl, in 3ti stator, of-
fers this equation for farming:
I -- --int&
When "1" *Nast!
'S.' is us ling
PS Claa rivslaciton
IP the quantity of •rodue-
non
Professor Davidson statee, -Where
quantity of production is held upper
most one rinds prosperous farmers
who plan to farm mere acres without
Inereiwing the overhead."
Corn controls central western ea rt
culture. In that area the acreage one
man can (arm is denondt nt en the
number he can eultuate. With the
single row culthetor he was unable
to Cultivate more than four to eevea
acres per day. The two row enlits•ter
doubled thin amount.. Three and four
row cultoators are now on the mar
bet —even sty row were used this sea






"VW! !I:1W I14111!) I, I 11,
Watililliglell?
I,ltVe." 11•101Wereil S.41111,11' Sit 1
"And yet I do 1not see Milt you have
iisserted yourself boldly III elnalarloll
naillo of tiny public polley."
I "I IlerVeit many tertus bream.. I Was
si Whig to keep on serving
gelling Into then.* 1111111114 Who
%Van going Ins be boes."-
Star.
The Wicked City
I If 1'11111 I .01111.4 01111..r 1,1111/1.•.•1
10011 Ile', been trying Ii. S.•11
NIJItUU kind U
aid a ssvt,tilt,'r!
Poll...mem !low do y011 1•11•/W
a i•risili)
' I lona wider - -4, 1
bought II, iii,1 buries? I till,.01011
11,11. the rightful (We tier not lei, mil,
tiles ago
Drug Store Needs
• "Yoe say )(in are 11 ly
Ito! drug clerk?"
's. sir 1 'an riliflipM)1111 pre, rip-
ee,.. 4,4441,"
4t44• 44'41 r444-.14t444,44,1 ilia l. hey?
I heed now Is a r 1,,, ral•
HE WONDERED
Smile 'Ern Down
tr, n. 4,ot. II, Ind on
'1.1ns tis) inn. Ind, Is A
Just as Well
Ost tire yeu throw
ing that niati•l, tfl
Seixitot Atttiest I alwa)s throe. "•n•
,trvt ow AY leo alive i's.' •
11111.• 10 liala 3,IX 1.12111. 14n
inateli, anyway. 55 ivishsln ()viol
L---
Assuredly
Nu:1 I Started psion •
i! no ..o, bad it, vis
‘..ld k:el Yeti relit.' It?
%) tallner. I'M ill Ma to..
A Good I ip
hull Itut Mures ...Moon
1:Jin T1454




),•(.1 show nie the v.,
",1,44444. hankr
'les, If &44u st,44w Iii,'
Contrast
Hub t4 'le 2 . a so el,I.
the straight an! tiarrias •
0131, It turtles you enjoy t'
tours so much.
AS BUSY AS THE
'You say his 144,,,ness is
"slim- he's * bee keeper. you 1,
Storm Hustles Too
...r44444 the ••Fle. e:e fu r
For sure as sknen ti lu,
The enree) ,1011,IS iii nn it be.





















Its Spring Pressure iCzature
Insures Better Disking
We hove in stock, !TA!: for et .c415, ,I1
ply of disc 1thrrows that :tie toiled ! nni
disking their entire width whet. g4 4,1, .4.4 S 11.4,e, 4., 414
stuns, of on side hills, as well .4, ,444 14 vet tii 111 .;1111
inspect the
JOHN DEERE
Model "B" Disc Harrow
iicons u1 the tfann I levet,
spring and John Deere pivoted
yoke, this harrow can be given
the required pressure to penetrate
at even depth its full width under
all the above conditions.
t.etta
eie4 4. the I. ;, 044. le to put'. Cr.
ice oteler vary nun; eionnlOnons.
It l'snt atroe -to ill 14 at years
loneei than 1,1 :try harroms be-
( p, ,,1 -.1' -a- . 1 1..:,,,, fru, e
We can furnish the John Deere M.
rear gang and hitch to convert it ii.
action, horse- or tractor-drawn 14, •
way to save moray and yet get g .
FULTON HARDWARE CO
Lake Street George lieadles, Nlanager
WILLIAMS
Can Print anything from a
Visiting Card to a Newspaper.
It is that little artistic touch that characterizes our
Printiag as Superior Quality.








"Money makes money- is a
proverb that is old and true.
Big opportunities often come
to folks with a little ready cash.
By starting a savings account
with us now, you soon will have
sufficient savings to enable you
to take advantage of some worth-
while bargain.
To wait may be too late.
First National Bank
r President Geo. T. Beadles, Cashier
...4. President Paul T. Boaz. Ass't Cashier
FOOD LIKE YOU GET AT HOME
is 1,i'uly a home-like restaurant because
it has endeavored to break down the preju-
li ice based on the theory that restaurants
cutald not serve food like you get at home.
Many patrons will testify that there is no dif-
ference between our meals and the meals
they get at home. That's the reason they
come here so frequently to eat.
Years of catering to the appetites of partic-
ular people make it possible for us to serve
appetizing meals.
The next time you want to eat away from
home, bring your family here.
Smith's Cafe
BIG DINNER EVERY DAY
Make the 0!
House New
If you do:, t like the appearance
of your house, let us show you how to
make it modern and attractive. You
will be surprised to see what a big
difference a few small changes will
make.
Repairs an Investment
Proper remodeling and repairs
greatly increase the value of your prop-
erty. We can furnish you good prac-
tical ideas for repairing and moderniz-
ing all types of buildings. NA hether tor
town or farm.
And we can supply all the ma-
terials necessary at prices that will
mean big savings.
PIERCE, CEOUIN & CO.
UL FON, 10
LISTEN, HOMESEEKERS!
voo not making a mis-
take II not moving to Western
Kentucky?
Why spoilt! your days whor.
the winters are 40 long and
ere?
why live i here w inter cm,-
„alines all that summer pro
doI,,?
hy live in the crowded, till-
, pat hot ii' cities?
Why not get closer to the soil
owl to naturo?
why not sell your high- prie
ed land and come to this geniat
elimate \viten- fertile land:: are
yet cheai?
It yon make this move your
children will be much more
prosperous and far happier 144
and bye.
1' he lands around Fulton are
fine for small farmers, truck-
ers and dairymen.
Five years hence they will be
worth vastly more than now.
They are the best investment
in the United States today.
They will make your child -
'II rich.
They are capable of produc-
ing a much greater variety of
crops than land farther up the
country.
They will grow all kinds of
crops very cheaply and rap;dly. •
You can grow rich here on
less than half the effort you ex-.
pend in fighting the bat”
life in northern bditude,
ASSURE $150,000 HOTEI
Finances Are Raised Locally in
Big Union City Campaign
[Mon City. Tenn.. March 2
--The six-weeks' stock selling
ampaign to finance the pr,
posed Community Hotel caw.
IL) a successful conclusion 4.•
night at a banquet whcih
attended by principal citizen:.
and workers.
The hotel will be an :It-grade..
up-to-date building containing
not less than 50 rooms, with all
modern conveniences. It will
be fireproof and located in the:
business section of the city. Cost :
of construction will be about ,
$150.000.
St
BABY CHICKS FOR SALE •
Single Comb White Leithorns
the kind that has been bred for
high egg production for yearkk.....
Now if you want something
will fill your basket this fall
and winter with big white eggs
when they are high, be sure  
and send me your order. First
hatch March II. then one hatch
each Nveek till the last of June.
Price $10.00 per hundred, de-
livered by parcel post. too pet.
cent alive delivery guaranteed.
Telephone exchange. Crutch-
field. W. Cleo Latta. Fulton.
8 Ky.. R. No. .1.
WANTiD
Three hens with baby chicks.
Call 301.
!latching Eggs For Sale
Single Comb Rhode Island Red
hatching Eggs. Owen strain,
prize winners. $2 per r) eggs.
s3 50 for 30. ---W. F. Hudson,
Fulton, Ky.
Automobile Owners.
Now is the time to have your
car washed and polished. V) e
have a man who has been em-
ployedby the Yellow Cab Co. of
Chicago, and he is expert at
washing cars and cleaning mo-
toA. ('al! ""-- Maupin Machine
fg.4
al 1 nEV E AY7
our Day at Our Store/
Ask us about (Myer Day.
Come in and see what we have for you. We




Church Street, Fulton, Ky.
\V. W. I.\ l'resident
ir) MK,'
Atyyl: MONEY!
ci I) NALIONAL BANK.





is one in which the mer-
chant himself has implicit
faith—else he will not ad-
vertise it. You are safe in
patronizing the mer-
chants whose ads appeal
in this paper because thciT
Save Tour toods are up to date and
Baby Chicks :tot shop worn.
Put AVICOL
Is lite drialtlitir water
At...I is R,otrant,ed for t.he




:Wad 11 mace Moseys
Rork Gataniatee.
"There is an Excuse"
For getting Sick,
but there is no ex-
cuse for staying sick,
Since
Chiropractic
will get you well.
BEN kV. SHEW anti T as.




Reasonable prices. Work guaranteed.
Calls answered night or da‘ .
Apply them right over old shingles!
HERE'S i..,‘ iettlethe royt icpaiting Nob
In fur Once and all:
Lay an ETERNIT Asbestos
Shingle roof right on top of
you Id shingles. Then you'll
have the finest roof evict In•
vented by man for protectin,.
his borne against the ravage*
yif wind, rain, snow, fite and
time
Made long, tough, African
asbestos abrev and Portland
y ement. El-UNIT Asbestos
Shingles ate tieugh.iiid stiou.i
At the same time thee are
resilient rather than bottle
Convequently, they make a
roof that will IASI us it.)11e as
the foundatron stands
Supplied in fix: attractive
ETfRNIT Shingles ofer
wonder Id opportuntties for
beautifying the appearance of
an old iturne A'hethe, you
wish to toot a new liou,e or
lc !Oa VOW raesent home.
tee la, ,th.mt the economy of
1,-In-t El t RNLI Shingles. •
PIERCE, CEQUIN LUMBER CO.
t ASBESTOS SHINGLES
Patronize the advertisers in this paper
and save money on your purchases.
get your name on the Advertis-




211 Main Fulton. Ky.
Hand us a dollar bill and
















































































as a soil or waste pme.
Roof Extensions---All roof
extensions or soil and waste
stacks shall be run full size at
least 1 foot above the roof, and
when the roof is used for other
purposes than weather protec-
tion such extension shali not be
less than 5 feet above the roof
where there is danger of frost
closures. No roof extension
shall be, less than 4 inches in
diameter.
Change in Diameter—Change
in diameter shall be made by
use of a long increaser at least
1 foot below the root', and
where ilCeeSti to the roof is dif-
ficult, a test opening shall be
provided at this point.
Terminals- —The roof term-
inal of any stack or vent, if
within 12 feet of any door,
window, scuttle, or air shaft,
shall extend at least 3 feet
above the same.
Terminals Adjoining High
Buildings--No soil, waste, or
vent pipe extension of any new
or existing building shall be
run or placed on the outside of
a wall. but shall be carried up
in the side of the roof.
In the. event that a new build-
ing is built higher than the ex-
isting building, the owner of
the new building shall not lo-
cate windows within 12 feet of
any existing vent stack on the
lower building, unless the own-
er of such building shall de-
fray the expenses or shall him-
self make such alteration to
conform with section 98 of this
article.
It shall be the duty of the
owner of the lower or existing
building to make such altera-
tion therein upon the receipt in
advance of money or security
therefor, sufficient for the pur-
puede from the owner of the
new or higher building or to
permit. at the election of the
owner of the new or higher
building. the making of such
alteration by the owner of said
new or higher building.
Traps, Protected. Vents—Ev-
ery fixture trap shall be pro-
tee led against siphonage and
back !treasure, and air circula-
tion assured by means of a soil
or waste stack vent, a continu-
ous waste or soil vent, or a loop
or circuit vent. No crown vent
shall be installed.
Distance of Vent for Trap
Seal--No trap except centrif-
ugal or anti-syphon more than
5 feet, horizontal developed
length, from its vent. The dis-
tance shall be measured along
the central line of the waste or
soil pipe from the vertical in-
let of the trap to the vent open-
ing. The vent opening from the
soil or waste pipe, except for
water cloaets and similar fix-
tures, shall net be below the
dip of the trap.
Main Vents to Connect at
Base---All main vents Or vent
stacks shall connect full size
at their base to the main soil
or waste pipe at or below the
lowest fixture branch and shall
extend undiminished in size
45 degrees to the vertical to a
point 6 ladies above the fixture
its venting before off-setting
horizontattly or comiectiag to
the branch, main waste, or soil
vent. 
Circuit and Loop Vents; A
circuit or loop vent will be per-
mitted as follows: A branch soil
or waste pipe to which two and
and not more than eight water
closets. pedestal urinals, trap
standard slop sinks. or shower
stalls are connected in the Ser-
ies may be vented by it circuit'
or loop vent, whirh shall be tak-
en off in front of the last fix-
ture connection. Where fiK-
tUrt'S likeharge abOVe such
branches, eateh bra in Ii shall be
provided with a relief vent one-
half the diameter of the soil or
waste stack, taken off in front
of the first fixture connection.
Vents Net Required — No
vents will be required on a
down spout or rain leader.
trap, a backwater trap, a sub-
soil catch basia trap. or on a
cellar floor drain, provided the
cellar floor drain branches in-
to the house drain on the sewer
side at a distance of 5 feet or
more from the base 441 the
stark. Where bathrooms or
water closets er dither fixtures
are located On opposite sides of
a wall or partition or directly
adjacent to each other within
the prescribed distance, such'
fixtures may have a common
soil or waste -pipe and common
vent.
SEC. 15. House Drain and
Sewers:
Independent System — The
drainage and plumbing system
of each new building and of
new work installed in an exist-
ing building shall be separate
from and independent of that
of any other building, except as
provided below, alld eVel'y
building shall have an inde-
pendent connection with a pub-
lic or private sewer when avail-
able.
Exceptions—When one build-
ing stands in the rear of anoth-
er building on an interior lot
and no private sewer is avail-
able or can be constructed to
the rear building through ad-
joining alley. courtyard. op
driveway. the house drain from
the front building may be ix-
tended to the rear building
and the' whole will be consider-.
ed as one house drain.
Old House Sewers and Drains
—Old house sewers and drains
may be used in connection with
new buildings or new plumbing
only when they are found, on
exa.miation and test, to con-
form in all respects to the re-
quirement: governing- new sew-
ers or drains, as prescribed in
this code. If the 01.1 work is
found defective. the proper ad-
ministrative authority shall not-
ify the owner to make the nec-
essary changes to conform with
this code.
Conneetions with Cesspools
—When a sewer is not availa-
ble', drain pipes from buildings
shall be connected with approv-
above the roof or shall be re-
connected with the main soil or ed private sewage 
disposal
works.
waste vent at least 3 feet above Excavations—Each system of
the highest fixture branch. piping shall be laid in a sepal--Vents. Required Sizes-- The
required size 
age'
of main vents or ate trench, provided that drain-trenches may be benched
vent stacks shall be determin- hot‘_ less than 18 inches for
ed on the basis of the size of the
soil or waste stacka, an the 
lighter PiPing• not vi"la-
tion of arty eity reguiation preres 
-
number of fixtu or fixture scribed for their installation.
units connected to soil or waste Where a double system of
stacks. and the developed drainage is installed, the sani-
length of the main vent or vent tary and surface house sewers
stack ill accordance with the or drains may be laid side by
following tables: side in one trench.
WaStt` Slack— Tunneling for distances not
oimensiee, of Vent greater than 4; feet is permissi-
Diam• ble in yards. courts, or Di drive-ameter
Length • ways of any building site.of S'tfick Unit on .'ter
Om-11,0 Stztek ',why, Feet When pipes are. driven. • the(
1 1 t 1 1 t 45 drive pipe shall be at least one
1' 2 35 size larger than pipe to be laid.
2-8 Ifs 50 All excavations required to
9-18 a 1 1 4 30 be made for the installation of
9-18 .4 60 a house-drainage system, or
llranch and Individual Vents any part thereof within the
No vents shall be less than vial's of a building, shall be the
1 1 2 and 1 1 .4 inch wastes. The open trench work. All such
vent shall be of the same diem- trenches and tunnels shall be•
Illivostatat • la
of er is the Wa,1 e pipe, and iii kelit 01)(11 iffit 1 1 , II, pipinte ha, ,11410 reels', ,I in the above la-, att::tchle„):::ztsi',Ir nag! ttql-lite, 44wo,tri:4,,Itiyi.ir Iii,iya whole ayatem.
ne 4•ase shall a braneh ur main' been InsPecied , lesled anti ale- l'ic• (e) After each if the above
1 4 '4,10411414'41 from pare 21 
vent have a diameter les., loan a••••••••• •••i I ,,,,,t. d (11101, g ilIeheS Oe over in telephone. or in writing, tea testa has been made end proved
ene-half that of the soil 411' House Drains Underground a dl ii on new buildings shall less than eight hour ( working) ' acceptable the ProPer admIlds--Whenever possible all house 14e 'mug with wrought iron between the hours of 8 a m. i trative authority Audi inside a','"'i '''' "'"I'' "'Hi Pilic. (end the 
wash' 11il".ser,"41. au'l in 1111
, , x tore ,. Hian I , ei0Ce shall i 111.VciI III style or , 
lengt h „r a drains shall be brolight into the hangers of approvvd type.
! covering of Wok ---No drain-
i ana 4 p. m. before the work is writ leti approval.
i esioimi (it. is replaced, a soil oralieh vent ef given diameter building belew the basement The above sizes lir rain lema i, to be inspected or tested.
\\ass,. vent pipe of the size "C".11 lb''permitted for the main veet . a
maximum length or f'Llitia.11;i:ill"tri to .
rai, afflaa, cireelar rain leader, and leo. the plumber to make sure that ' thereof shall be covered until
-l's are based en diameter ef i (h) It shall 140, the duty of age iu. plumbing ,y.tein or part
;Ind material prescribed for
new weck shall lie manned. ' 
serv i ng t he :alma saa,, ea! g II. SI'Wer hell illIII1114 5 feet ottiSide term ha :-. nd on send-circular the work will stand the test it has been itameeted, tested
Prehibited Conneetions----No vent stack. 
iiii, building shall iii, iii, „is, ..,,,,,,t mew guitar mot the toll prescribed before giving the , „anci:prove ed as herin hr.'- kttin. eimie,, t hm shall he veto _pi pe t; miss, itiii i ciiii . r or of ion vit rifted clay pipe 4111110W:1M 1 given and ot II"! above wain"( imi. 
iilb,(.y 
Malik' to a lead bend or branch medico's: All vent and branch 
(b) the house drain when int l(I)m(',,hall le o,' the same seeal (r) If the proper adminietra- Uncovering of Work—If any
,f %valet'. closet, or similar
vent, pipes sha ll be fag, rrom derground shall be a hd. ,a t ',mat area. five autherity finds that the. imam- drainage or plumbing
Hire, unless a new siphon trap
, a fia- drops- and sags and be se grad- braSS. VI, ri ril'd VlaY 'ii''ii'cast iren in odd' l'onductors --- When work will not stand the test . system I I r part thereof is cover
eel and connected as to drop (c) the house drain when iibove Plataal within the walls of any, prescribed, the plumber shall ed before being regularly in-5 aivii on fixture connecting.
back ti the soil or waste pipe; ground shall be of cast iren, building or run in an inner or, be required to renotify as spected, tested and approved,Ni soil or waste vent circuit or by loop vent above the highest in- gravity. Where vent 
pipes - galoolized wrought iron (Ii'(Ii'interior court or ventilating' above. ; as herein prescribed, it shall be
liilleal fixture on tho branch or vonnect a horizontal soil dori 
steel. had or brass, approved pipe shaft. all conductors or (d) If the proper administraa uncovered upon the direction
main shall thereafter be used must 
standat ds.waste pipe the vent pipe reel leaders shall be construct- tive authority fails to appear of the aroper administrative
rise vertically or at an negle ef Depth of Drains and Sewers ed of cast iron or of galvanized within 24 hours ()I' the time set authorit).
- - Nu house sewer or under- wrought iron or steel pipe, for each inepecti0m or test, the Defective Work—If inmpec-
ground house shall be laid par- Defective Conductnr Pipes—, inspection or test shad be 414'4'111- lion or test shows defecta, suchailed to or within 3 feet of itne• When an existing sheet metal ed to have been made and the' delectice work or materialbearing wall, watoi m ight lit' conductor pipe within the walls plumber required to file an af,l shall be replaced within three
thereby weakened, The house of any building becomea (Wee- . lidavit with the proper itch-11in- days and inspection and test re-
sewer and drains :hall be laid live, such couductor shall be re- istrative toil /way that work treated,
at suffieient death 1 ,, protect placed by one which conforms was in.-4talled in accordance House Sewer and House
them fruit' frost. te this code, with the sede, the approved Drain Tests—The house sewer
Size of' Drain, and Sewers Vent Conneetions with Con- plans and permit, and that it and house drain shall be tested
The required size af saaitary decters Prohibited--Conductor was free front defects and that with water or air. The water
imam, drains and sanitary PiPes shall not be used as NMI, the required tests had been' lest shall have not less than a
house sewers shall be determ- waste, or vent pipes, nor shall made and the system found 10 foot head of water and the
ined on the basis of the total any soil, waste or vent pipes be' free from leaks; also, whet her air test not less than a five
rummer of fixture units drain- astal as eonductors, the owner or his authorized pound pressure. All alterations,
el I by them in accordance with Overflows— Overflow pipe agent was present when such l repairs, or extensimea which
the following table: Iron! supply tanks, expansion i inspection or test was made, or shall include more than 10 feet,
Sanitary System Only !alike and drip pans shall con- was duly notified. I shall -he inspected and tested.
Slope newt only indirectly with any, (e) At the time the permit is All Garages, Hotels, Retaaur-
Fixture,: I tain I i-in la-in house sewer, house drain soil, taken out a written waiver by ! ants, Laundries or any industry
1.iit1s to Ift. to Ift. to Ift. waste or vent pipe. the owner of notification may, eontributing oil. greases or6 t 2
4 3 Subsoil. Foundation. Clear be filed with the proper ad- l sand in considerable quantities
(Diameter in inches) Wale'. and Absorption Tile' ministrative authority, i shall be provided with sand
Numberwater closets or equiv. Drains ---W hen usbsoil drains Material and Labor for Tests: and grease traps built between
alcott  i are placed under the cellar —The equipment, material,, the building and its connection.:
House Sewer in Made Ground fluor or used to encircle the out- power, and labor necessary for to the sewer and of sufficient
—The house sewer when laid er walls of a building, the same' the inspection and test shall bet size as will remove such waste
in made or filled-in ground shall be made of openjointed' furnished by the plumber. " before their entry into the
shall be of vitrified clay pipe, drain tile or earthenware pipe,' System Test—All the piping sewer.
laid on bed of approved grill- not less than 4 inches in diamet- of a plumbing system shall be l TA of Water Distribution
age or concrete, or of cast iron er, and shall be properly trap- tested with water or air. After System—Upon the completion
pipe. A. S. T. M. Approved ned and protected against back - the plumbing fixtures have of the entire water distribution
Standards. pressure. by an automatic back been set and their traps filled system it shall be tested and
Drainage Below Sewer Lev_ pressure valve accessibly twat-, with water the entire drainage I proved tight under a water
el---In all buildings iii which ed before entering the house' system shall be submitted to al pressure not less than the max-
the whole or part of the house sewer or drain. They may be final air pressure test. The imum working pressure under
drainage and plumbing sys- discharged through a cellar l proper administrative authori-I which it is to be used,
tern thereat' lies below the drain. i ty may require if the pressure' Certificate of Approval —
crown level of the main sewer, Subsoil Drains Below Sewer • has reached all parts of the Upon the satisfactory comple-
sewage or house wastes shall Level—aSubsoil drains below system. ition and final test of the plumb.. 
lie'lifted by approved artificial the main sewer level shall dis- Methods for Testing --(a) ; ing system a certificate of ap-
means and discharged into the charge into a sump or receiving Water Test—The water test I proval shall be issued by the
house sewer, tank, the contents of which may be applied to the drainage proper administrative authori-
Sumpa and Receiving Tanks shall be automatically lifted' system in its enirety or in sec-, ty to the plumber to be deliver-
-All subhouse drains shall dia- anti discharged into the drain- flans. If applied to the entire' ed to the owner.
charge into air-tight sump or age system above the cellar; system, all openings in the pip- Air Test of Defective Plumb-
receiving tank so located as to irough some properly trapped; ing shall be tightly dosed. ex- ing—The air test shall be 'mod
receive the sewage gravit,ailature or drain. cept the highest opening above in testing the sanitary condition
from which sump or receiving SEC. 17. Refrigerator. Safe' the roof and the system filled of the drainage or plumbing
tank the sewage shall be lifted and Special Wastes:
and discharged into the house Fixtures Permitted to Con-
sewer by pumps, ejectors, or nect—No waste pipe from a re-
any equally efficient 
methode
, frigerator or ice box floor drain
such sumps shall be either au- or any other receptacle where
tomatically diacharged or be of food is stored shall conaect (Ii-
sufficient capacity to receive reedy with any house drain.
the house sewage and wastes' soil or waste pipe. Such waste
for not less than 2-4 hours, pipes shall in all eases empty
Ejectors. Vented— The soil into an open sink that is prop-
er vent pipe leading to an ejee- erly supplied with water, con-
tor or other appliance for rais- fleeted, trapped and vented.
ing sewage or other waste mat- the same as other fixtures, or
ter to the street sewer shall. they may be discharged into a
where a water closet or closets down spout or rain leader trap
are installed, be provided With located inside the building or
a vent pipe not less than 4 into a cellar floor drain, but
inches in diameter and where their ends must be left open.
fixtures other than water-elms- Such waste connections shall
with water to the point of over- system of all buildings where
flow above the roof, there is reason to believe that it
If the system is tested in sec- has become. defective. In build-
tiona, each opening shall be ings condemned by the proper
tightly plugged, except the administrative authority be-
highest opening of the section cause of insanitary conditions
under test, and each section of the plumbing system the al-
shall be filled with water; but Iterations in such system shall
no section shall be tested with not be considered as repairs,
less than a 10 foot head of wa- but as new plumbing.
ter or a 5 pound pressure of air. Inspections and Test Not Re-
hr testing successive sections at quired—No test or inspections
least the upper 10 feet of the shall be required where a
next preceding section shall be plumbing system or part there-
retested, so that no joint or, of is set up for exhibition pur-
pipe in the building shall have poses and is not used for toilet
been submitted to a teat of less  purposes and not directly con-
than a 10 foot head of water or nected to a sewerage system.
a 5 pound pressure of air. , nor after the repairs, faucet, or
ets are installed the waste vent not be located in inaccessible, Under any test the water or valve by a new one (to be used
air pressure shall remain con- for the same purpose); nor af-
stant for not less than 15 min- ter forcing out stoppages and
utes without any further addi- repairing leaks.
tion of water or air. SEC. 20. PENALTY:
(b) Air Test—The air test . That any owner, agent. ar-
shall be made by attaching the chitect, plumber, superintend-
air compressor or test appara-Ient, contractor, or any person
tus to any suitable opening and failing, neglecting, omitting, or
closing all other inlets and out- refusing to comply with any of
lets to the system. then forcing the requirements of this Ordi-
air into the system until there mince or violating any of the
is a uniform pressure sufficient provision: of thia ordinance
to balance a column of mercury shall be deemed guilty of a
10 inches in height or 5 pounds' misdeanor, and upon convictian
per square inch on the entire
system. This pressure shall be
maintained for 15 minutes.
lc) Final Air Test—The air
machine shall be connected to each offense and the cost of
Pipe shall be the same diameter or unventilated cellars.
as the waste pipe. Refrigerator ‘Vastes—Refrig-
Motors, Compressors. etc.— erator waste pipes shall not be
All motors, air compressors and less than 1 1-4 inches for 1 op-
air tanks shall be located ening. 1 1-2 inches for 3 open-
where they are open for inspec- ings. and for 4 to 12 openinga
tion and repair at all times. 'The must not be' less than 2 inches,
air tanks shall be so proportion- and shall have at each opening
eel as to be of equal cubical cut- a trap, and cleanoto Itt angle's,
paeity to the ejectors connected so arranged as properly to
therewith, in which there shall flush and clean pipe. Such
be maintained an air pressure waste pipes shall be continued
of not less than two pounds for not less than full size through
each foot of height the sewage the roof except where such fix-
is to be raised. tures are located in the base-
Ejee a-es for Subsoil Drain- merit or first floor.
age--When subsoil catch bas- Overflow Pipes and Motor
ins are installed below the sew- Exhausts—Pipes from a water
er level, automatic water ejec- supply tank or exhaust from a
tors provided with a ball. float water lift shall not be directly
attached to the main water sup- conneete4 with any house
ply shall be used. Such (Jets- drain, soil, or waste pipe. Such
tors or any device raising sub- pipe shall discharge upon the
soil water shall diacharge into roof or be trapped into an op-
a properly trapped fixture or en fixture or discharge as for
into a storm water drain, refrigerator waste's.
SEC. 16. Storm water Drains: SEC. 18, Maintenance:
Drainage of Yards. Areas Temporary Toilet Facilities
and Roofs—All 'mole and pat'- —Suitable toilet facilities shall
ed areas. yards. courts and be provided for the use of
courtyards. shall be drained in- workmen during the construe-
to the storm water-sewage sys- tion of any building. These
tern, but not into sewers in- toilet facilities shall be main-
tended for sewage only. tabled in a sanitary condition.
Sizes of Gutters and Leaders SEC. 19. Inspections and
—No gutter or inside leader Tests:
shall be of lesa size than the Inspections -- A 1 1 piping
following : traps, and fixtures of a plumb-
Area of Roof Gutter Leader ing system shall be inspected
(in sq. feet) Inches Inches by the proper administrative
Up to 90 :1 1 a authority to insure compliance' ed connections to fixtures.
91 to 270  4 2 with all the requirements of (c) The soil, waste, vent, in- HELP WANTED
271 tel $W  4 21 a, this code and the installation side conductor and drainage fiaperienced cigar maker
811 to 1800  4 3 and construction of the system pipes which would be covered en saape or straight work. We
1,801 to 3,600  6 • 4 in accordance with the approv- up before the 1-uilding is en- ,.-64; arse plsce 15 or 20 girls
3.601 to 5,500   S S ed plans and the permit. closed or ready for completion. 11 learning siert:immerse Appll
5,501 to 9.600  10 6 Notification—ta) It shell be The tests required for (b) and: AM/Edit:AN IGAR t.;().
Outside leaders to the frost the duty of the plumber to not- (e) may be combined. Third And Fuerah Sts.
line shall be one size larger ify the proper administrative td) The final test of the Fultoa, Ky,
this action.
SECTION 21:
That this amended ordinance
shall be in full force and effect
from and after its passage.
adoption, approval and publi-
cation.
Adopted and Approved:
This March 21. 1927.




any suitable opening or outlet
and an air pressure equivalent
to 1 inch water column shall he
applied and left standing at
least 15 minutes. If there is no
leakage or forcing of trap seals
indicated by the fluctuation of
the drum, float or water col-
umn, the system shall be deem-
ed air tight.
Order of Tests—The testa
may be made separately as
follows:
(a) The house sewer and all
its branches from the property
line to the house drain.
(b) The house drain and
yard drains, including all pip-
ing to the height of 10 feet
above the highest point on the
house drain, except the expos-
in the Fulton Police Court shall
be fined not less than five dol-
lars ($5.001 nor more than
twenty ($20.00) dollars. for
SPECIAL OFFER
For a short time we will ac-
cept subacriptions for :his pa-
per and the Memphis Weekly
Commercial Appeal----both pa-
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New York Life Insurance Co.
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Fulton Advertiser Methodist Church
J. V. Freeman. Paster
thur mud Pub •
Pubbiabed Weekly at 4 Si. Sunday Sch„„1
, 9,30 a. in. T.
---- J. Kramer, Sttlit.
ubMMIWvt $1.00 per year Eli worth Leagues, 6: I T. 1.•
Prayer meeting 7 :;to p.
Watered as Preund elites matter
Nov. ô. 1524. at Ow Peat Office at Preaching at 11 a, m and
Ken tacky, under the Act of 7 :30 p. led by the pastor.
March 4. tan. Special music by the choir. Nirs.
- - I. D. Seas.. director. The pub-
lc i itt cordially invited to attendAnnouncement all the eervicee of the church.
The public is cordially Men-
nil all services.
We are authorized to announce 
eel to title
Mr. William Sherman sang
the candidacy of the following a solo at the morning hour and
subject to the action of the. Dem- the. Harmony Quartette at the
°crane primary, election Auguat evening hour beet SillIday. W
6, I92'?. are always glad too hat e these
Loiters with us.
Mr. Walters gave his lecture
For Circui t Court Clerk and picture at the church Wed-
s). C. HENRY eesday and at good crewel at-
lembeLanol was greatly ersiey-
ed. The leet ure :15 Sponsored
by the Epworth League.
The Kate Luten Circle met
n regular session Monday aft-
:a-teem at the home if W.A. R.
U. Beadles. with Mesdames H.
Beadles. Wilean anol T. F.
1:eaelles as hostesses. A shortC. H. Warren, P.i.itier
imsiliess session \vas conducted
iv the chairman. Minutes were
eost at il approoved. Mrs. Wolf-
:ram gave the Bible lesson.
Mrs. W. W. Morris was leader tvill be frequent and thorough.
:end assist's' by several noun-
hers. Mrs. Rerfearn readlat
article telling the plans it th.
onference held in Browns\ ill. Poultry Show This
this week. M rs. .1. V. Freo•mais Ya letter from the 31assioe- ear.
:ores Miss Mary 'Leal, a native
.4 Brownsville. who will talk The Fulton Poultry Association
.itering the conference there. 11 •is very much awake at the pres-
a as voted to accept the pastor s
invitatiom for hint to 
giv .the ent time and is making exten-
sive preparations for the comingIllisSi•/11 St utly at prayer mee ti tag
each Wednesday night. All fair and poultry show. Superin
agreed to attend this class. tendent Watkins is making
Leaflets on "Women of Japan" drive for funds from the n- r
was given by Mrs. Barret ; Mrs. chants to pay the Special Cash
Owen. Africa; Mrs. Morris.
China : Mrs. Harvy. Korea.
prizes which tvill amount to ap-
Little Miss Martha Jane Ow- Proximately. s175.00 this year.
in sang a soolo very sweetly. This is in addition to the regular
The meeting adjourned to meet cash premiums offered by the
E.fir..in :latni'N3Vi• st.ip,e. Fair Association. They are ex-
, fleeting an entry list of 700 birds
Mrs. Trevor W haynts Mrs.
oilie Hardin and Miss Dorothy 
anti as they will all be cooped in
V 
Granberry attended the mis- sanitary coops, the show prom-
ises to be bigger and better than
ever. Every precaution will be
taken to prevent any disease
breaking out or spreading in the
show. The entire show will be
sprayed twice daily with Pratt's
poultry disinfection, and the
drinking water will be sterilized.
which will insure a foerfectly
healthy show.
Entry blanks tt ill be ready for
:istribution with the regular Ire'.
urn list which will be mailed
to any person who wishes one.
Make up your mind now to
enter some of your birds and
take down some of the special
cash prontans. This is also a
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First Baptist Church
Sunday. 9:30 a. m.--
•
 Sunday
School, Geo. Roberts, Gen, Su-
perintendent.
10:50 a. Tn.—Sermon by the
pastor.
3:00 P M. R. A. Meeting at
the church.
6:15 p. m.—All B. Y. P. U.s.
7:30 p. ms—Sermion i the
pastor.
Tuesday-6:30 P. M. Jun-
ior choir rehearsal.
Wednesday. 7:00 p. m. —
Teachers' meeting in T. E. L.
class room at the church.
7:45 p. m.—Prayer meeting.
Thursday-7:30 I'. M. Choir
practice.
As announced last week, Rev.
Gardner. of Louisville. anti his
corps of workers, are with us
this week in our enlargement
campaign and study course. De-
spite the inclement weather of
last Sunday afternoon the work•
ers from the church secured one
of the most complete religious
census ever obtained in this city. Nsieloinait ceonteee•ncei 
ihr.11'1. li'wk
1 n1rows-;
and Rev. Gardner and workers





week grading and classifying the Friends of Mr. Ira I.). Sea v
returns, in connection with the will be glad to know he is home
study course schedule. Res, front Memphis where he 
has
Gardner aasasskted in the u.iirk twen for treatments for several
weeks and are glad to know
here by Miss Ramsey. St. Louis.
0e 
'proving nicely.
Junior worker; Mrs. Abner. of .
Louisville. Intermediate worker.
and Rev. Gardner directing ti • Central ChurchPeeple and Adult woork
The various circles of the W. M.
U. are to be congratulated upon
the bountiful meosis they fur-
nished throutshoo •) week.
Special music ises been f ore-
pared for all services next Sun-







Dr. A. C. Boyd, Rector
Hon. J. C. Speight. of May-




Funeral services for Mrs. Wal-
ter Bynum were belch Tuesday
afternoon at Johnson Grove
e.hurch conducted by the Rev.
C. H. Warren. pastor of the
First Baptist church, interment
following in the church ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Bynum passed away Mon.
day night at her home on Bates
street in this city. She was high-
ly esteemed by a wide circle of
admiring friends who deeply
:et mpathize with the bereaved
husband and children who did
everything possible that loving
hands could do to stay the pangs
of death. The Fulton Under-
taking Company had charge of
funeral arrangements.
+OM
Vosirth Sundae in Lent.
9 IS a. ii., CI iii•ch Schee .1 , II.
sos Stleerintentlent. II
'I ii ma and sertnion.
esitioselav, 1•00 p. iii cviii
mg lora \ and address.
Fride ;:.00 p. iii. i.s„ti i tii,
prayer and Litany.
Keere lone cordially invite,' t o ,
attend these. servietes
Dr. 'load aucompanied friends
to McConnell last Saturday. Ile
returned quite enthusiastic over
rural life.
Mrs. 111Mil was disappointed ii
her trip to the Memphis hospital
last week, but her health seems
to le. improving, nevertheless.
"Bob" Hubbard returned Sitt
urday night front the l'aducali
hospital, where he had been con-
fined by a ease Or 1110141 poison
Ile. is much itnproved and hopes
soon to be about his accustomed
duties.
Tr., sermons and teddresses of
I tr. Boyd st) far during the Len
ton sesison have been partieatlarl
instructive and interesting. Or
Wednesday afternoon he spoke
on the significance and truth of
the Holy Communion.
The meeting of the Altar Guild
last week was well at :mot
the enrollment et' young womeii
was gratifyingly numerous. In_
struetion in the care of the. altal
0 f Christ
J. G. Nlalphurs, Minister
Bible classes 9:45.
Preaching and communion at
11:110.
Young people's class at 600
p.
Preaching at 7:00 p. tn.
Weelttesday ot 3:00 p. m.—
Bible class for women.
Wednesday at 4:00 p. ni. —
Miele class for children.
'Wednesday at 7:00 p. rn-
JTMr•evc'r meeting.
Friday at 7:00 p. /less-Corn-
minty Bible class.
The public is cordially invit-
ed ...if our servi.
First Christian
Church
B. J. es. 311nist er
Bible school. 9:15 at. tn. Chas.
Gregory, Supt.
Lord's Supper and preaching
11 :MI a,.M.
I 'hrist ian Endeavor Societies.
:30 p.
Preaching 7:311 p.
Prayer Meeting. NVed. 7:00
p. rn
SPECIAL OFFER
For at short time we will ac-
cept subscriptions for this pa-
per ant the Memphis Weekly
Commercial Appeal—both pa-
pers one year for only $1.25.
BILL BOOSTER SAYS
OERCHA1,175 SPEQ01:30MUCH TIME WORANILIG
ABOUT C0MPETIn044,
1..10f EIJ0UG14 11411.11‘.0.1G 110
WEIN VANS 1'0 PLEASE 11-+E R
LiS-1-0+AERS USIA11.14 TAG.
TOV.M.1 u.n-eERE 'TUE MERbokeSTS
ARE 'NE 640"rtE;T AP1111.'"043E
t; II4E101.4.4 BE ATROkitIED
SURROULICALIG s.1.)t.NTR4






You will be pleased with the wonderfully large selec-
tions we are showing and with the remarkable values.
Each department is complete in every detail. In our
Drapery department you will find pretty ruffled curtains
beginning at $1.00 per pair.
III our Rug department you will be equally pleased
with the large assortment and reasonable prices.
Craham Furniture Co.
Fulton's Big Furnitni e Store on Walnut St.
MISSISSIPPI RIVER CON-
TINUES TO RISE AT
ALARMING STAGE
Reports from Ilickman say
that the Mississippi river con-
tinues to rise and all the bot-
tom lands are flooded. with
water in some of the business
houses and streets of the city.
Some acre predicting that the
rise will break the high water
mark of 1912 when the levee
broke near Hickman and Goy.
:McCreary sent ..iitt an appeal
to the people if Kentucky for
aid for the flooded district.
People from the. surround-
ing country flocked into flick-
Mall having barely escaped the
fj I. losing everything. cven
their clothing. The town was
full of refugees and at camp
was established near Carnegie
library on the hill.
It is to be hoped that the. pre-
diction of the present rise. is ex-
aggerated and that the leve,.
will hold. but if the worst
comes. let's be prepared to of-
fer any assistance needed te,
readily and generously a., we
did during the distressing timcs
tot' 1912.
All along the Mississippi
great suffering is toeing exper-
ienced at this time. %Vo. hate
toad mere rain during the first
three menthes of 1927 than ever
known before in this section of
..minory and front all reports.
'oisiness has been paralyzed
;i1..ng all lines with the rail.
roads probably the biggest sos_
lieroie effoorts are ito‘v being
matte to save property. anti t..
;evoid a break in the bees.
;thong the ri<:er.Thu stage of watt,.
rah. Evansville.. Cairo end, ail
!he riVer is alarming and
It ii,a-st is still 1, co.,11...
ONE IN TEN
N.a.c.-tinirtt 1...!Ic CV. I1
ion of ,.,..••
ten 11,3,1-•• 110 gr • t r




r t , •
t!,,•
• the
,I,•11 I•r•.'0,. '. ,• 600
f 51 20. Pow,I,r lii. :•; •, $.4,1 ry
loovit's Dreg i41 or, F'Ino.os, Ky.
A late feminine fad in Paris
I. the tinting of the finger nails
Pierce News
Pirtiam of Fulios filled
his regular appointment at
Hebron church. Sunday and
was the dinne.r guest of Mr.
and Mes..1. %V. Matthews.
.sers .1. H. and B. .1. Nlatthmvs
and Robert Hodges and Miss
Louise Mat thews were also)
guests III this home Sionlass
.1. le Hopkins sold a nice
bunch of cattle to) Hit. Reynolds
Packing company oil Union
city, 3Ionday.
odor seised elesed Friday SI)
Berry. thy teacher,
ri.1111'llt•ii to hi-I' ilorlie ill Troy.
Friday afternoon. Et-ers•boody
it) tho• community was sorry too
see her go and are hoping she
will return for the next term.
Mrs. 31aggie .Johnson visitoel
relatives in Crutchfield ion,.
day last \seek.
Miss Ruth Orleans visited
Mrs. Tommie Reed near Crutch-
field one day the past week.
Miss Virginia Griffin. if Ful-
ten, x:isiteel home folks Satur-
day and Sunday.
()Hite all interest is iot•ing
shown in the literary debating
,Iwiety at Hebron SChlsil house.
each Friday night. F'ollowing
is the proogram for Friday
night.








(Sum-tette— 31r. and 'Mrs. .1.




Debate: Resolved. That the
United States Should Enter the
League of Nations.
Affirmatives- - J. W. Smith.
It. W. Matthews.
Negative—T. 11. !tell fro, and
Chas. E. Lowe. s
Report of Critic—Carl Fort-
n('r.
Mr. and Mrs. Lou Green are
the proud psrents of a nine
pound boy that arrived Satur-
day night. :\lot her and child
'Hie chicken industry is :dill
on OD inovo in this count iv as
1. ‘V. and I). \V. Matthews re-
chicks from the 3Ianfield Hat-
chery Co., of Louisville. Ky.
Robert 'lodges and B. .1.
Matthews are being quite euc-
cessfui with their chicks as they
have a fine bunch of Brahmae
most ready for market.
FIRE AT ORPHEUM
THEATRE
The business district lif Ful-
ton was threatened by a ells:is:-
trims fire early Tuesday morn-
Mg at "Ile o'clock. lint the time-
ly arrival of Lee Roberts with
his heroic fire fighters and
equipment extinguished the
blase and held it, in the room
where it originated on the stage
ef the Orpheum theatre. ex-
eel)t in one place it went thru
too the second story. It has not
been determined how the fire
originated as everything about
the stage teats apparently all
safe when the night show clos-
ed aleout III 'clock Miniday
night.
Mr. and chi's. Chisholm.
•
,Pf ihebililding. who ocutipy
apartments in the story
above the' show room, was
awakened Almost suffocated by
•inoke and turned ill the alarm.
The Silo w-‘1. hit e Motor Colo
pany who occupy the adjoining
building was first thought to
have been on fire as smoke
was pouring out of et ery avail-
able crack and opening of the
building. but after smashing
the frent plate glass door it was
quickly discovered that the fire
was in the show housds On en-
tering the building the fire-
men were almost overetome by
smoke and heat but soon ex- f
ting.ished the fire with but soy-
' oral thousand dollars damage
to the building and furnishings.
3Irs. Chisholm hats not fully
recevered from inhatling the
smoke.
While' Mr. Chisholm owns
the property. the Orpheum WaS
Under lease t uu the Strand
Amusement Company, whit also
operates the Grand Theatre in
F'ulton.
\Vhile the Orpheum has al-
ways been the largest anti hand-
somest photoplay house in
Fulton, Mr. Chisholm will no
doubt make extensive improve-
ments should it containue as at
in bands of three colors. eeived -100 white Li-horn baby, show house.
- -c-Alligotasemp"appoilairmalibe.,..
